DRAFT AGENDA
FOR ELECTED MEMBERS’
BRIEFING SESSION
TUESDAY, 6 MARCH 2001

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

At the Ordinary meeting of Council held on 23 May 2000, it was resolved to allow a 15
minute public question time at each Briefing Session which is open to the public.
To enable prompt and detailed responses to questions, members of the public are requested
to lodge questions in writing to the Committee Clerk at least two days prior to the Council
meeting at which the answer is required.
The Mayor is responsible for the conduct of public question time and ensuring that each
member of the public has an equal opportunity to ask a question. The Mayor shall also
decide whether a question will be taken on notice or alternatively who should answer the
question.
The following general rules apply to question time:
-

question time is not to be used by a member of the public to make a statement or
express a personal opinion.

-

questions should properly relate to Council business.

-

question time shall not be used to require an Elected Member or an officer to
make a personal explanation.

-

questions are not to be framed in such a way as to reflect adversely on a
particular Elected Member or officer.

* Any queries on the Draft agenda, please contact Council Support Services on 9400 4369.

CITY OF JOONDALUP – BRIEFING SESSION
to be held in Conference Room 1, Joondalup Civic Centre, Boas Avenue, Joondalup on
TUESDAY, 6 MARCH 2001 commencing at 6.00 pm.

ORDER OF BUSINESS

OPEN AND WELCOME

APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
The following questions were submitted by Mr V Harman of Ocean Reef at the Briefing
Session held on 20 February 2001:
Q1

Was the ABC 7.30 report video shown at the recent meeting with Mobile Phone
Operatives?

Q2

If, so, was there any useful response?

A1&2

No. The City only provided the venue for a regular meeting of the regional mobile
carrier group. At the conclusion of that meeting, several Councillors were given a
short opportunity to raise their concerns with the members of the group. During this
time, reference was made to the ABC 7.30 report.

Q3

What effect will the Crown’s ownership of Reserve 36732 have on any Council plans
for development of this area?

A3

At the meeting of 28 November 2000, Council resolved to execute the Deed for the
transfer of vesting of Reserve 36732 from Water Corporation to the City (Ocean
Reef). The City is awaiting finalisation of the arrangements from the Water
Corporation. Council also resolved to engage a consultant team to develop a master
plan for Ocean Reef. This master plan would address Lot 1029 and adjacent land
including Reserve 36732, and Reserve 39014 (Groynes and Breakwater) Ocean Reef.

Q4

Where is the briefing agenda advised for skateboards?

A4

A report was anticipated to be prepared for inclusion for the agenda for the meeting
to be held on 27 February 2001. However, further research was required and it is
now anticipated that a report will be submitted to the next meeting of Council on 13
March 2001.
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Q5

Will the Mayor be inviting the Minister responsible for Local Government as a
Special Guest to advise on the State Government’s policies in respect of Local
Government?

A5

The Mayor will invite the new Minister for Local Government, Michelle Roberts
MLA to address a forthcoming meeting of the Council on the future directions of
local government.

DECLARATIONS OF FINANCIAL/NON-FINANCIAL INTEREST
REPORTS
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COUNCIL MEETINGS - ITEMS EN BLOC - [02154] [08122]

WARD - All

SUMMARY
Following the ordinary meeting of the Council held in December of last year, a request has
been received to prepare a brief paper on the possibility of establishing procedures of moving
items ‘en bloc’. A report was presented to the briefing session held 6 February 2001, where it
was agreed that more information be prepared and presented to Council for further
consideration.

BACKGROUND
A request has been received to investigate the possibility of moving items at Council meetings
‘en bloc’. Moving items ‘en bloc’ would mean that all items that require no discussion or
debate would be moved and seconded and carried by the Council. Those items that are to be
discussed would need to be listed and those present advised of the situation. The suggestion
has come following the December meeting and in an effort to make the meetings shorter, but
more effective on debating the select number of items.

DETAILS
The Department of Local Government has recently circulated an updated version of its
handbook entitled “The Preparation of Agendas and Minutes”. The handbook states ‘en bloc’
is used to describe the practice of adopting the recommendations of a committee, or a number
of officer recommendations, by the use of only one resolution or the adoption of the
recommendations in groups, without a separate resolution for each recommendation. The
recommended practice is that each item of business that is put before a Council for
deliberation is considered individually by the Council.
The handbook further states “The practice of adopting recommendations ‘en bloc’ is intended
to speed up the resolution of the business of the Council meeting where elected members have
no reason to disagree with particular recommendations. While the intent in adopting the
procedure is obvious, it is extremely important that the outcome of every item in the agenda is
clear”.
It should be noted that there are various ways to conduct meetings when dealing with items
‘en bloc’.
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The City’s current Standing Orders Local Law allows for items to be moved ‘en bloc’,
however it is suggested that, should the practice be endorsed, a policy be adopted in the
interim to set down guidelines on how the process should operate. A provision will be
required to be made in the revised draft set of standing orders.
It should be noted that if the intent of moving items ‘en bloc’ is to make the meetings shorter,
Clause 4.2(2) of the current Standing Orders allows for the Chairperson (once a motion has
been moved/seconded) to declare the motion carried, without taking a vote, if no one signifies
opposition to the motion.
In an effort to ensure that all elected members are comfortable with the change in meeting
process, a form of guidelines should be established through the policy. Such procedures
should include for example, a possible deadline where the Mayor and/or the Chief Executive
Officer are advised of those items that require debate. This would then enable any duplication
to be cleared and a list prepared in order for the meeting to be advised.
In order to draw a comparison of the meeting procedures, contact was made with other
significant metropolitan local governments, with the following information provided:
City of Swan
Elected members are asked which items they wish to discuss individually. These items are
‘withdrawn’ and dealt with first, then the Council deals with all remaining items ‘en bloc’.
The City of Swan has no standing committees.
City of Melville
Items are considered individually at all standing committee and Council meetings.
City of Perth
Items are generally considered individually. However, some standard items (such as the
noting of committee minutes) are marked in the agenda with a notation which says the Mayor
may move these items ‘en bloc’.
The City of Perth has no standing committees.
City of Stirling
The City of Stirling votes on items both individually and ‘en bloc’, whilst generally retaining
the order of business as given in its agenda. This applies for both standing committees and
Council meetings.
As stated earlier, the
preparation of agendas
It does state if a local
recording the outcome
following two options:

guide prepared by the Department of Local Government for the
and minutes does not endorse the practice of moving items ‘en bloc’.
government wishes to use the ‘en bloc’ method of dealing with and
of decisions relating to recommendations, the guide recommends the
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Option 1
Before commencing the process, the presiding person should give a brief explanation of the
en bloc method of decision making for the benefit of the members of the public in the gallery.
The presiding person then introduces the recommendations by reading the heading for each
item. This practice makes it easier for elected members and members of the public to follow
the business of the meeting. Groups of recommendations are then adopted by the Council
with the groups interspersed with resolutions relating to particular recommendations that
must be dealt with separately due to:
•
•
•
•

the requirement for absolute or special majority votes;
a disclosure of financial interest;
the need to debate items of public interest that may have been the subject of a deputation
or a presentation to the Council; or
the need to debate items about which there is some conjecture or if there is disagreement
with the recommendation(s).

The following example is provided to illustrate the method described above.
Example
Items 1 – 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Items 8 – 15
Item 16
Items 17 – 23

Adopted by en bloc resolution
Considered separately as absolute majority required
Considered separately due to an interest disclosure
Debated and resolved
Adopted by en bloc resolution
Considered separately as a public interest item
Adopted by en bloc resolution

The recommended method of en bloc voting achieves, as near as can reasonably be expected,
the consideration of each report item individually.
The alternative method of en bloc voting, while it is not the method recommended by the
Department of Local Government in the guide, is considered to be acceptable and is described
as follows:
Option 2
Before commencing the process, the presiding person should give a brief explanation of the
en bloc method of decision making for the benefit of the members of the public in the gallery.
The presiding person then introduces each of the recommendations by reading the heading
for each item. This practice enables elected members and members of the public to follow the
business of the meeting. Each item that must be dealt with separately due to:
•
•
•
•

the requirement for absolute or special majority votes;
a disclosure of financial interest;
the need to debate items of public interest that may have been the subject of a deputation
or a presentation to the Council; or
the need to debate items about which there is some conjecture or if there is disagreement
with the recommendation(s),
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is dealt with as it arises by way or formal resolution.
When all of the items have been introduced those that remain unresolved are then adopted by
one en bloc resolution.
To illustrate the method, the following example is offered:
Example
Items 1 – 4
Introduced (no action at this time)
Item 5
Considered and resolved as absolute majority required
Item 6
Considered and resolved due to an interest disclosure
Item 7
Debated and resolved
Items 8 – 15
Introduced (no action at this time)
Item 16
Considered and resolved as a public interest item
Items 1-4, 8-15 and 17-23 adopted by en bloc resolution

COMMENT
The practice of moving items ‘en bloc’ was employed by the Commissioners during their
term for both Cities. At the commencement of the newly elected Council, it was felt in order
for all members to become familiar with Council meetings and associated procedures, that
each item be moved, discussed and voted upon individually.
If the practice of passing motions ‘en bloc’ is accepted and is to be a success, greater
emphasis by elected members should be placed on briefing sessions. It is critical that all
elected members feel free to openly discuss and ensure they are fully informed on matters
scheduled to be forwarded to the Council for consideration. If the briefing sessions are not
fully utilised and elected members are not fully informed and motions are carried ‘en bloc’,
then to alter resolutions of the Council would require rescission motions.
As the Council is now more familiar with Council meetings it may be an opportune time to
explore ways in improving the procedures associated with them. The only concern is that
moving items ‘en bloc’ may be a little confusing for first time members of the public if their
item is included ‘en bloc’. With the pending introduction of the computerised meeting
software, and if the Council agrees to move items ‘en bloc’, it is suggested that it be done in a
phased approach.
It is preferred that the Council maintains its current practice of voting on each item on an
individual basis. This would be in line with best practice principles that the City strives to
maintain and is in line with the principles laid down in the guidelines prepared by the
Department of Local Government relating to the preparation of agendas and minutes.
Moving items individually will also benefit those members of the public who are not familiar
with meeting procedure to better follow the proceedings.
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It should also be noted that with fortnightly Council meetings, the number of items per
meetings are less than if the Council was meeting on a monthly basis. It should also be noted
that traditionally the agendas for the December and February meetings is larger than the
agendas for the remainder of the year. This is due mainly to the Christmas and New Year
recess. Those meetings have been compounded due to some significant items before the
Council which were subject to lengthy debate.
It is suggested that if the Council desires to pursue the method of voting on items ‘en bloc’,
that a policy be adopted along the following lines:
1

ADOPTS the following policy – ‘Voting on items ‘en bloc’’ as a guide to the ‘en
bloc’ method as detailed in (1) above:
OBJECTIVE
To provide a better and more effective and efficient decision making process for the
City of Joondalup.
STATEMENT
The Council may decide to, at its Council meetings, to consider to deal with and
record the outcome of decisions relating to recommendations via the ‘en bloc’ voting
method as detailed below:
“Before commencing the process, the presiding person should give a brief
explanation of the en block method of decision making for the benefit of the members
of the public in the gallery.
The presiding person then introduces the recommendations by reading the item
number. This practice makes it easier for elected members and members of the
public to follow the business of the meeting. Groups of recommendations are then
adopted by the Council with the groups interspersed with resolutions relating to
particular recommendations that must be dealt with separately due to:

•
•
•
•

the requirement for absolute or special majority votes;
a disclosure of financial interest;
the need to debate items of public interest that may have been the subject of a deputation
or a presentation to the Council; or
the need to debate items about which there is some conjecture or if there is disagreement
with the recommendation(s).” “

RECOMMENDATION
That Council REFERS the matter of moving items ‘en bloc’ at Council meetings to the
Standing Orders Review Committee for consideration.

v:\reports\cityofjoondalup\2001\J005
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ITEM 2

-

MINUTES OF MEETING OF HOUSE COMMITTEE
[59064]

WARD - All

SUMMARY
A meeting of the House Committee was held on 19 February 2001 and the unconfirmed
minutes are submitted for noting by Council and endorsement of the recommendations
contained therein.

DETAILS
The unconfirmed Minutes of the House Committee meeting held on 19 February 2001 are
included as Attachment 1.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council NOTES the unconfirmed Minutes of the House Committee Meeting held
on 19 February 2001, forming Attachment 1 to this Report.

Appendix 2 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach2brf060301.pdf
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JOONDALUP PERFORMING ARTS COMPLEX - [41119]
[43370]

WARD - All

SUMMARY
The proposal to construct a Performing Arts Centre for Joondalup and its region has resulted
in a number of studies since 1992. Over the past nine years the initial recommendations about
content, cost and site have changed little despite much testing against changing potential users
and emerging state, local and federal policies. The studies demonstrate a clear demand and
recent work on capital funding, although still in progress, is encouraging.
The proposed Performing Arts Complex (PAC) is a major undertaking with a number of
options available for its implementation. It is proposed that Council establish a Joondalup
Regional Performing Arts Complex Steering Committee for the purpose of developing the
project and making recommendations to Council.

BACKGROUND
The need for a performing arts facility for Joondalup and its region was defined in the 1992
Joondalup Cultural Plan which was commissioned by the former City of Wanneroo and
LandCorp. It indicated that the facilities should be located adjacent to the Administration
Centre and contain a 600 seat dance/drama centre and a 1000 seat concert hall. This report
also produced an outline design by identifying the size of each room required and this enabled
a capital cost of $ 49M to be estimated (this at 1992 prices and including other civic facilities
since constructed). The 1992 report was also able to estimate operating costs again based on a
model in square metres although no income projections were made. Finally this report also
included guidance on management models and strategies for raising capital. Council
endorsed the ‘Joondalup … A Cultural Plan’ in November 1992 (Item G91127 refers). The
Regional Library and the Civic facilities buildings were Stage 1 of the project.
In 1996, Hames Sharley were commissioned by the Council and prepared a ‘Planning and
Architectural Brief’ for the facility, again which included other civic amenities. Much of the
1992 work was revisited and the capital required was estimated at $69 million although this
included five other commercial spaces costing $18 million. Again both local and regional arts
organisations were consulted and the report included recommendations about staffing
structures. This document was used to lobby the then Minister for the Arts.
In September 1998, the Joint Commissioners authorized the formation of a Reference Group.
The Group comprised industry experts, key stakeholders and other public figures interested in
Joondalup. The Deputy Mayor, Councillor Carlos, has been a member since being appointed
to the Committee in 2000. The purpose of the Reference Group was to provide advice and to
champion the project. It has met on an occasional basis.
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The Reference Group recommended a feasibility study. This resulted in the engagement of
Graham Walne, Theatre Consultant who prepared a brief for the feasibility. Following a
tender process in 1999, Australian Pacific Projects (APP) were commissioned to undertake a
keynote study designed to inform Council about how the proposed Centre is to be
constructed, managed and utilised.
This study is due to be completed by March 2001 and is comprised of four stages, the first
two of which are available to Council upon request. The final two stages, which are currently
in progress, are concerned with assessing the impact of the facility and recommending future
steps.
In 2000, Graham Walne, who has acted as overall consultant to the project since 1998, was
engaged to support the City in the preparation and execution of a Capital Funding Strategy.
This work builds upon the outcomes of APP’s work to date. The strategy has resulted in
approaches to senior politicians at the state level and a representation to the Federal
Government Minister for the Arts. In addition a number of key public servants and
significant players in the Arts industry have been contacted. This process of consultation is
on-going.
The potential opportunities available though this project will mean that the funding options
need to remain fluid until the partnerships are crystallized and the final specifics of spaces and
roles have been determined.
DETAILS
The 1992 study indicated that;
(a)
(b)
(c)

“There is almost an entire lack of purpose-built facilities;
There is no facility capable of accommodating touring theatre or dance;
Facilities lag behind urban growth”.

Other related studies or City policy documents after 1992 echoed the above.
The first two stages of the APP study have indicated;
(a)

a significant demand within the local community for quality performing arts
facilities;

(b)

a strong demographic argument for the provision of facilities within the region;

(c)

strong support for the concept of a centrally located performing arts centre;

(d)

strong support for a range of facilities within the centre;

(e)

significant and immediate demand for quality facilities in which to develop;

(f)

demonstrated interest by young people in participating more actively in the
performing arts;

(g)

significant interest by professional performing arts companies to work in the
region;

(h)

interest by training providers in new facilities for the provision of new courses.
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On the basis of their Stage 1 findings APP then recommended that the facility contain;
(a)

a 300-400 seat flexible theatre for dance and drama;

(b)

a 1,000-seat community auditorium (adaptable from concert hall to a lyric
theatre);

(c)

individual rehearsal studios for dance, drama and music;

(d)

a state-of-the-art music recording studio with a digital recording and editing
suite;

(e)

a set construction and properties workshop facility;

(f)

a wardrobe facility for costume making, maintenance and storage;

(g)

offices for both the Centre’s administration and for permanent and/or visiting
companies;

(h)

a green room for performers.

It was also recommended that the Centre serve as a Performing Arts Laboratory (PAL)
through which the region’s young people can develop their interests and skills within the
performing arts. The concept of a PAL is a unique concept that has created a high level of
interest from secondary and tertiary institutions and senior politicians from both State and
Federal Governments. It opens the opportunity for creative funding arrangements and ongoing partnerships.
The above recommendations were given preliminary endorsement by the Reference Group,
with the consultant team proceeding to the second stage of the study. The findings were also
outlined to Councillors via a presentation in mid 2000. The key findings of this stage were;
(a)

the Centre, as envisaged, has the potential to attract and sustain a year-round
program;

(b)

the capacity of concert hall/lyric theatre should be 1,500 seats to make it more
viable;

(c)

likewise the capacity of the dance/drama theatre should be flexible between
300 and 500;

(d)

a smaller studio venue seating up to 100 is also needed for experimental and
youth work;

(e)

the preferred site is on Boas Avenue, making it a core component of the City’s
civic precinct.

Working within the parameters established by the City’s Masterplan for the precinct,
architects Jones Coulter Young (JCY) evolved a preliminary design concept for the Centre as
a single, fully integrated structure. This enable Ralph Beattie Bosworth (RBB) Quantity
Surveyor, to estimate the cost of the project based on the preliminary plans.
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RBB’s indicative cost estimates total $46 million. Not only is this cost estimate comparable
with those in the earlier studies but also with similar recently constructed performing arts
centres elsewhere in Australia and overseas. The Mandurah Performing Arts Centre, being
only half the scale of the proposed Joondalup Centre (with 1,000 seats compared with 2,100)
cost $23 million in 1997-98. This was an average cost per seat of $23,000. The average cost
per seat for Joondalup would be in the vicinity of $22,000.
Operating costs
On the basis of projected income from the draft sample program and indicative costs related
to staffing and operational overheads etc., various income and expenditure projections
demonstrating a range of sensitivities have been made for the Centre’s first eight years of
operation. Generally, whether best case or worst case scenarios, the projections show a
decreasing level of annual subsidy on the part of the City. With the initial annual subsidy
being in the range of $288,000 (best case) to $452,000 (worst case), decreasing over eight
years to between $127,000 (best case) to $345,000 (worst case). As with the capital estimates
these figures can vary as the design varies and work in progress is testing these assumptions
and assessing the impact of items such as depreciation. Corporate overheads may also impact
on the costing structure depending on how the PAC is managed.

COMMENT/FUNDING
The consultants recommend a stand-alone facility costed at $46 million. A scenario for
funding might be:Complete Project:
• Performing Arts Laboratory;
• Adaptable theatre space;
• Community auditorium/concert hall.
Expenditure ($M)
City of Joondalup
State Government
Federal Government
Sponsors/supporters

10.00
25.00
9.00
2.00
46.00

However, there are a range of options for the delivery of the services and facilities the
performing arts complex is designed to offer. These options range from staging the project, to
directing the project so that other partners assume some responsibility for parts of the facility.
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An option for staging could be:
Stage 1
Performing Arts Laboratory and adaptable theatre spaces.
Focus - Community, Stage companies, training and employment opportunities.
Expenditure ($M):
City of Joondalup
State Government
Federal Government
Sponsors/supporters

8
12
7
1
28

Stage 2
Community Auditorium/Concert Hall.
Focus – Commercial opportunities and major community events.
Expenditure ($M):
City of Joondalup
State Government
Sponsors/supporters

5
13.5
1.5
20.00

These funding scenarios rely upon negotiations with other parties. Nonetheless, it
demonstrates that in each of the options the City could managed the project over 3-4 years so
as to assist with the cash flow.
Partnership options may involve joint projects with the University and/or other agencies to
deliver education/training etc. Preliminary discussions on this matter should be pursued.
As part of the funding strategy, the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Council Officers have met
with a number of senior politicians. The outcome of these discussions has revealed that there
is a high recognition of the need for these facilities in Joondalup and that both political parties
committed to further discussion post the election.
The discussions also demonstrated the opportunity to develop flexible funding arrangements
following the forming of the partnerships that could be developed and the services to be
provided in the complex.
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Capital and Revenue-Raising Strategies
Initial findings support the current work to investigate the impact on both capital and
operating costs of implementing the project in a single or in consecutive phases.
There is also a need to further develop the relationships with local high schools and as a
regional facility and that other local governments, in particular the City of Wanneroo, be
approached to ascertain its level of interest and potential support.
Project Management
The Joondalup performing arts project was recognised within the Strategic Plans of both the
former City of Wanneroo and the new City of Joondalup.
The significance, potential and scale of the project requires the close involvement of the
Council, particularly now that the benchmark APP report is becoming available, and the level
of interest from the Arts industry and Federal and State Government is high.
As discussed previously there are a range of options for the implementation of the project.
The establishment of a Joondalup Regional Performing Arts Complex Steering Committee is
considered essential. The Committee should consist of Councillors, expert advisors from the
Arts industry, officers, other stakeholders and have the power to seek other expertise as
required. The Committee would oversee the development of the project. In undertaking this
role it would work with the Reference Group, Consultants and others. Draft Terms of
Reference are attached (Attachment A refers). It is proposed that the Committee at its initial
meeting identifies key stakeholders to invite on to the Committee.
Community Support
At the Council meeting on 13 February 2001 during public questions time it was proposed
that a question be included in the forthcoming referendum on support for the Performing Arts
Complex.
The APP study has undertaken a range of consultation including the following:
• Survey of participation by young people in Arts Activities within the
Wanneroo/Joondalup region.
-

Involved 446 students.

• Performing arts audience survey.
-

300 randomly selected ratepayers in the City of Joondalup;
200 members of the Limelight Theatre audience;
150 attendees at one of the City of Joondalup’s free outdoor Summer
Concerts.
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• Survey of performing arts activity and venue within Joondalup-Wanneroo region.
•

85 questionnaire

Survey of performing arts companies and festival organisations regarding potential
use of performing arts facilities proposed for the City of Joondalup.

These surveys indicated strong support for the project. Full details can be found in the APP
Stage 1 report: Data Acquisition.
Nonetheless this project is a very major project and further community consultation should be
undertaken as the shape of the project develops.
It is considered premature at this stage to address this project in the referendum as important
financial details of the project are unknown.
Options for seeking community input may include:
•
•
•
•

Survey;
Market research;
Web site and registration of support; and
Focus groups.

Benefits
The project offers a number of benefits including those as follows:
BENEFIT
Cultural Development
Community Development
Economic Development

Employment
Arts Related Business
Professional Performance
Young People
Professional Development
Education
Training
Regional City Centre

COMMENT
Builds on the significant cultural development of the
City.
Creates opportunities for groups to work together and
help build self-sustaining communities
• Supports Joondalup as the Regional Centre
• Positive benefit to the restaurants and services in
the immediate vicinity of the PAC
• Create jobs
The PAL will contribute to training opportunities.
Provide/create opportunities for arts related business to
develop.
Provide a venue for professional performance – music,
dance, drama, etc.
Provide a place for entertainment and engagement in the
Arts.
Provides an opportunity for artists to further develop
their artistic skills
Provide opportunities for linking secondary and tertiary
education sectors.
Create opportunities for training in lighting, sound,
stage set, design, theatre management, etc.
The PAC will reinforce Joondalup as a regional City
Centre and as an alternative to Perth CBD.
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Conclusion
The City is in a strong position to continue progress towards the development of Performing
Arts Facilities in the region for the following reasons:
•

Extensive research over the past nine years has resulted in the development of an
informed ‘vision’ of the facility in-line with community and cultural industry
needs;

•

Strong support for the facility has been identified within professional Western
Australian arts organisations and the local cultural industry in support of the
development;

•

Initial approaches for funding to State and Federal Government towards the
construction of the facility have been encouraging;

•

Feedback suggests that nine years of research and development on this project by
the City has put the JPAF in a very strong position when compared to similar
regional facilities planned for Melville and Fremantle;

•

Research has painted a picture of the likely on-going costs of the facility to the
City should the development take place.

The political climate, and state of the arts industry in Western Australia, suggests that Council
would be wise to keep options open as to final decisions on the site, facility components and
construction staging of the development.
Opportunities to blend the development of the facility into the priorities of the State and
Federal governments exist. This, combined with plans on the drawing board for capital works
for the arts in the metropolitan region, are likely to raise additional arguments for the facility
and increase State and Federal commitment to the project.
These issues are the focus of current research and will guide the continued development
towards a successful outcome.
The establishment of a Joondalup Regional Performing Arts Complex Steering Committee
would enable a greater Council involvement in this major project. The Committee should
also include stakeholder and expert advisor members.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

AUTHORISES continued discussions and pursuit of funding and development
opportunities for the proposed Joondalup Regional Performing Arts Complex;

2

ESTABLISHES BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY a Joondalup Regional
Performing Arts Complex Steering Committee for the purpose of investigating,
developing options, preparing proposals and making recommendations for the
development of the Regional Performing Arts Complex to be built in
Joondalup;
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3

NOMINATES three Councillors and deputies and AUTHORISES the Chief
Executive Officer to nominate appropriate Council officers to the Committee;

4

REQUESTS the Steering Committee to make recommendations inviting
stakeholders and other expert advisors onto the Committee.

Appendix 3 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach3brf060301.pdf

RF/C:\TEMP\Spr010213.doc
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ITEM 4

MINUTES JOONDALUP FESTIVAL
EVENTS COMMITTEE - [50027]

AND

SUMMER

WARD - All

SUMMARY
A meeting of the Joondalup Festival and Summer Events Committee was held on 21 February
2001 and the unconfirmed minutes are submitted for noting by Council.

DETAILS
The unconfirmed minutes of the Joondalup Festival and Summer Events Committee meeting
held 21 February 2001 are included as Attachment 1.
No action is required from these minutes.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council NOTES the unconfirmed minutes of the Joondalup Festival and Summer
Events Committee meeting held on 21 February 2001 forming Attachment 1 to this
Report.

Appendix 4 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach4brf060301.pdf
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ITEM 5

MINUTES
URBAN
COMMITTEE - [50027]

ANIMAL

17

MANAGEMENT

WARD - All

SUMMARY
A meeting of the Urban Animal Management Committee was held on 26 February 2001 and
the unconfirmed minutes are submitted for noting by Council.

DETAILS
The unconfirmed minutes of the Urban Animal Management Committee which, was held 26
February 2001 are included as Attachment 1.
No action is required from these minutes.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council NOTES the unconfirmed minutes of the Urban Animal Management
Committee meeting held on 26 February 2001 forming Attachment 1 to this Report.

Appendix 5 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach5brf060301.pdf
v:\reports 2000-01\leisure&ranger\2001\03march\006.doc
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DEVELOPMENT OF SKATE FACILITIES - [08096]

WARD - All

SUMMARY
At the briefing session of elected members which was held 12 December 2000 a Skate
Facility Progress Report was presented. It detailed options in relation to skating equipment
and possible configurations of skate park facilities, including mobile skate ramps, semi
permanent modular, permanent concrete and premier regional facilities.
A review of potential sites has been concluded having addressed the criteria outlined in the
briefing paper. This report recommends approval of the proposed sites for the current
financial year and listing of the balance of the sites for consideration in the City's five year
works plan. The report incorporates a summary of provision, type of equipment,
recommended locations, costs and planning notes. Justification for each proposed site, has
been included together with proposed future upgrades and amenity provision for the various
locations.
At the conclusion of the fifth year the City will have increased the provision of skate park
facilities from one to nine, incorporating 6 low to medium skill, level facilities, 2 medium,
skill level and 1 higher skill, level facility.
It is also recommended that further community consultation be conducted with residents
adjacent to proposed facilities to consider the views and concerns of local residents.

BACKGROUND
A Skate Facility Progress Report was presented at the briefing session of elected members
held on 12 December 2000. The report outlined the directions for future skate facility
provision in the City. It reviewed the current Craigie Skate Park facility and outlined the
community consultation process undertaken to determine possible locations for the
construction of wheel sports or skate, blade or bike facilities within the City. The contents of
the briefing paper are incorporated in this report.
Discussions were also held with the Ministry for Sport and Recreation centering on the future
development of skating as a bona fide sport. Currently, the Ministry is consulting with the
Skateboarding Association of Western Australia to assist its efforts to establish a statewide
competition. While the Association is not currently recognised as a sport in its own right such
as hockey and is therefore ineligible to receive State funds, the Ministry recognises the
activity is increasing popularity and acknowledges its development potential.
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A Skate Park is defined as a purpose built facility that provides opportunities for active
participation, at varying levels, in the four recognised styles of skating:
•
•
•
•

Vertical Skating
Lip Trick Skating
Freestyle Skating
Street Style Skating

Skate Parks are used extensively for in-line skating, skateboarding and BMX cycling. It is
anticipated that scooter riders will also make use of these facilities in the future.
In recent times there has been a significant increase in the number of local government
authorities and community groups endeavouring to establish skate parks in their communities.
In December 1999, the City constructed a semi permanent skate park facility at Craigie
Leisure Centre. Funds to the value of $48,000 have been listed in the 2000/2001 budget for
the construction of further skate park facilities.
Organised skating competitions have also flourished throughout metropolitan and region areas
highlighting the progressive development of this activity. For example, the Office of Youth
Affairs has recently funded Police and Citizens Youth Clubs to coordinate ‘State
Championships’.
The City has run three competitions to date, all being extremely successful and popular.
Funding has recently been sought from the WA Strategy Against Drug Abuse to establish a
series of regular skate competitions at Craigie Skate Park. Encouraging young people to
participate in extreme sports has the dual effect of providing an alternate activity to taking
drugs, it also requires young people to be fit and not under the influence of drugs to perform
at their best level.
Since opening the Craigie skate park facility (December 1999), Council has received 15
written requests for similar facilities to be developed in various suburbs within the City.
Approximately 240 local young people have petitioned Council seeking consideration to be
given to the construction of skate and BMX facilities. Requests and/or letters of support have
also been received from various Residents Associations, Neighbourhood Watch groups,
schools and local Members of Parliament. Enquiries have also been received from developers
concerning the provision of skating structures within shopping complexes. Table 1 details
these submissions:
Table 1: Written Requests for Skate Park Facilities
SUBURB

SUBMITTED BY

KINROSS

1.
Kinross
Residents
Association
Bart Boelen, JP, President

DETAILS

DATE
RECEIVED

Request to develop a skateboard track in
MacNaughton Park Kinross.

30 October 2000

Support from Kinross Residents Association
+ children of Kinross Primary School (Sept
2000)
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2. Iain Maclean, MLA then
Member For Wanneroo

A 49-signature petition received on behalf of
children residing in Kinross requesting the
construction of a skatepark within that
suburb.

26 April 2000
Petition to Council

3. Diane Guise
Labour Candidate
Wanneroo

then
For

A 143-signature petition received on behalf
of children residing in Kinross requesting
the construction of a skatepark within that
suburb

5 February 2001
Petition to Council

4.
West
Greenwood
Primary School Parents
and Citizens Association

Skaters currently using school and concern
that there is damage occurring to property
and see a skate facility as a measure
decrease in vandalism

24 Oct 2000

5. Cheryl Edwards MLA
Member for Kingsley

As above

Nov 2000

6. Mr Michael Hartley

Letter – Requesting Skatepark in Kallaroo
area.

10 Mar 2000

7. Mr Michael McLean

Email – Requesting recreation facilities be
constructed in Kallaroo area (BMX,
Skatepark)

31 May 2000

8. Councillor Carlos

167- signature petition submitted from
residents of the City of Joondalup
-request similar to those built at Margaret
River and Mandurah.

10 Oct 2000
Petition to Council

9. Mr Furtado

As above

27 Sep 2000

10. Ocean Reef Residents
Association
Vic Harman, President

Letter - Co-location of skate park with
current BMX track at Mirror Park.

12 June 2000

BURNS
BEACH

11. Councillor Hollywood

20-signature petition submitted from
residents of Burns Beach request skatepark
be constructed there.

4 Dec 2000

HILLARYS

12. Mr Nicholas Allott

Letter – A skatepark in Hillarys would
promote increased social interaction, fitness,
self-confidence and self discipline for youth.

5 Oct 2000

WOODVALE

13. Mr Chris Spencer

Letter – Requesting skatepark for Woodvale
area
Email – Requesting skatepark for Woodvale
Letter - requested a BMX + skateboard type
facility that would minimise crime and antisocial behaviour

4 Dec 2000

GREENWOOD

KALLAROO

OCEAN REEF

HEATHRIDGE

14. Mr Dale Teagle
15. Neighbourhood Watch
Bob Davidson, Suburb
Manager

5 Jun 2000
5 June 2000

In summary, approximately 220 local young people have petitioned Council seeking
consideration to be given to the construction of skate and BMX facilities. Requests and/or
letters of support have also been received from various Residents Associations,
Neighbourhood Watch groups, schools and local Members of Parliament.
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The Progress Report also indicated that an assessment had commenced of all potential skate
facility sites in the City, bearing in mind the comments and concerns raised by young people
and other stakeholders. This assessment has now been completed.

DETAILS
The provision of skate park facilities by Local Authorities differs considerably. A universal
best practice model is hard to determine as local factors strongly influence the objective
requirements each facility fulfils.
Skating Structures
There are three basic types of skate facilities: portable, semi portable and permanent.
Portable structures are transportable with the intent of being situated on a temporary basis and
allowing for reconfiguration of the site. They are usually wooden and stored undercover. At
the other extreme, permanent structures are immobile once in place. Portable and permanent
structures meet different objectives and often compliment each other. Portable structures are
framed and clad units, while permanent structures are generally inground concrete structures.
Between these extremes are semi permanent facilities. That is, mobile skate equipment that is
designed to be located permanently outdoors. The equipment’s riding surfaces are
constructed from galvanised steel sheeting treated with a sound dampening material.
Primarily, this ‘middle ground’ approach to skate facility provision caters for removal if an
area’s needs change or problematic anti social behaviour ensues. It also allows for relative
flexibility in site selection as the main requirement is a smooth, hard surface; and transforms
existing facilities that may receive little use into functional areas or alternatively purpose built
skate surfaces may be modified to more traditional tennis or basketball court facilities if
necessary.
The City has opted to develop semi mobile skate facilities due to the reasons outlined above.
The matrix below, Table 2, illustrates various types of skating equipment and highlights the
number of possible forms in which Council may provide skate park facilities.
Table 2: Matrix of skate facility provision
Type
of Cost
Access
Equipment
Mobile
$20,000 per set
Supervised
vehicular transportation + Temporary
skate ramps (added
storage costs)
Free
Semi
$50,000 construction
Unsupervised
permanent
$25,000 amenities
Semi permanent
modular
Free

Operational
Challenge
Management
Commercial or Low
to
Council
Medium
Council

Low
to
Medium
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Permanent
concrete

$130,000 construction Both: Supervised and Commercial or Medium to
$50,000 to $100,000 unsupervised,
Council
High
amenities
Permanent

Premier
regional
facility

$200,000 construction
$100,000 amenities

Both: Free and fee for
use
Supervised
Commercial or Medium to
Permanent
Council
High
Suitable to host
Fee for use
State
Championships

Council is well positioned to monitor the advancement of various methods of facility
provision and balance these with the progress and development of skating as an activity.
Based on external factors such as the current value of investment in and volume of skate
parks, sophistication of facility design and proliferation of regional skating competitions,
there is clear evidence supporting the potential for further growth in the activity’s popularity.
Insurance
With the increase in proliferation of unsupervised, freely available wheel sports facilities that
is the norm for Local Authorities in Western Australia, Council insurer's in 1998 reviewed its
position and now consider wheel sports facilities as being akin to playgrounds.
Provision of skate parks requires the following:
•
•
•

the structure to be built to Australian Safety Standards;
adequately sign posted encouraging the wearing of protective equipment, acceptable
activity and so on; and
weekly maintenance checks to be undertaken.

The facility is required to be listed with the insurers to ensure it is covered under Council's
Public Liability Insurance Policy.
Inventory of Existing Facilities
One semi mobile skate park facility is listed in Council’s annual list of assets for the insurance
returns. It is located on the outside of the western side of the Craigie Leisure Centre at a cost
of $41,750 of which $10,000 was acquired from the Office of Youth Affairs, Skate Park
Grants Program, with the remainder funded by Council.
There is one commercial skate facility in operation within the City. The ‘God Park’, located
on the corner of Hocking and Wanneroo Roads, has been in operation since 1993. It is owned
and managed by the West Coast Christian Outreach Centre.
Joondalup Roller Skating Rink is a commercial operation located on Winston Avenue in the
main Joondalup Business District. The user pays facility is in its first year of operation and
caters solely for roller skating.
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Both facilities are well utilised and compliment each other. That is, the indoor commercial
facility operates on a user pays basis – it conducts supervised three hour skate sessions at a
cost of five dollars per session – whilst Council’s outdoor facility is free for use and
unsupervised.
Review Framework
Consultations has been undertaken with the following:
•
•

•
•

Local community through newspaper article and advertisement calling for public
comment;
Local young people by way of a series of three Young Peoples Forums conducted at
Ocean Reef Senior High School, Anchors Youth Centre (Heathridge) and Greenwood
Senior High School;
Key staff by way of face to face interview;
Discussion with other agencies (Ministry of Sport and Recreation and Office of Youth
Affairs) and various Local Authorities.

Public Comment
Two advertisements were placed in the Joondalup Times inviting comment from local
residents. Fourteen submissions were received. Eight strongly objected to the upgrade of the
Craigie facility. Two were supportive of the provision of low level facilities in the areas of
Kinross and Greenwood and two were supportive of upgrading the Craigie facility.
Invitations were personally addressed by post to all listed petitioners seeking a skate or BMX
facility and to attendants at skate competitions. Posters promoting the forums were also
issued to all primary and senior high schools, and were located in various retail outlets
throughout the City.
In all, 76 young people and 3 parents attended the workshops. The workshops ascertained the
future aspirations participants in these activities, addressed their perceived need for facilities,
and possible location of any such facility. A strong local focus was expressed.
Demand for Skate Facilities
Based on the consultative process undertaken to review the City’s future provision of skate
facilities, there is a need by young people and residents for quality skate equipment to be
provided at a local level. It is proposed therefore, for the 2000/2001 financial year, a further
two, low to medium skill level skate facilities are constructed within the City.
After an extensive ‘skate park site assessment’ process, incorporating sixteen possible
locations, the two recommended parks for development this financial year are as follows:
1.
MacNaughton Park, Kinross, and
2.
Kanangra Park, Greenwood.
These skate facilities, as well as any other future sites, will only be developed subject to a
number of considerations including concept plan designs and outcomes of local area
community consultation.
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It is proposed that the City's skateparks be developed as semi permanent facilities ie, mobile
skate equipment that is designed to be located outdoors. The equipment’s riding surfaces are
constructed from galvanised steel sheeting, treated with a sound dampening material.
Primarily, this ‘middle ground’ approach to skate facility provision caters for removal if an
area’s needs change or problematic anti social behaviour ensues.
This approach also allows for relative flexibility in site selection, as the main requirements are
a smooth, hard surface, enabling the transformation of existing facilities that may receive little
use into functional areas.
Site Assessment Criteria
Site assessment criteria to determine the suitability of a particular site have been developed as
follows:
•
•
•
•

physical
(site location/ area/ land form/ shade)
use/purpose
(current
uses/future
purposes/access
barriers/surrounding
environs/public transport)
safety
(personal safety/ visibility to public/public telephone)
amenities
(seating/toilets/lighting/power/drinkfountain/parking/shops/playground
equipment)

Craigie Skatepark
Given the high usage of Council’s Craigie facility, the lack of amenity needs to be remedied.
The issue of bush degradation and the proliferation of litter is however a concern. As an
immediate solution, a perimeter fence is being installed to limit access between the skate
facility and Craigie Open Space, which will be supported by an education programme with
young people using the skate facility.
A Draft Report for the Craigie Open Space Study, dated November 2000, currently being
completed has recommended that:
“Craigie Skate Park facility should either be moved to an active open space reserve within the
vicinity, or be relocated within Craigie Open Space. If relocated it needs to be in a position
that is visible from both the Leisure Centre and Whitfords Avenue, thereby discouraging antisocial behaviour and uncontrolled access over the sensitive dune environment. The skate park
should also be upgraded to enhance safety and usability for all age groups and be inclusive of
BMX bike users as well”.
Investigations have revealed that there are no other suitable sites within the external areas of
Craigie Leisure Centre to relocate the existing skatepark due to the need to preserve car
parking space and traffic safety issues for both participants of the skate facility and the
general public. It is preferable to continue to have a skate facility at Craigie Leisure Centre
rather than relocate to an active park in the vicinity, as it is easily accessible by train and bus.
As previously indicated, an education programme targeting the young people to minimise the
use of short cuts through the bush is being implemented.
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It is considered that the environmental concerns in relation to the impact of the users of the
skate park on Craigie Open Space should be noted and monitored along with the participation
rates at the Craigie skate facility and in the broader community. Should demand for skate
facilities increase, development of alternative venues to take the pressure off the Craigie site
will need to be considered.
It should be noted that concern has been expressed from some nearby residents regarding the
rise of anti social behaviour, and undesirable individuals attracted to the area due to the
facility. These sentiments are not reflected by a rise in the number of complaints to the police
or rangers from the surrounding area. The police and rangers advise that in fact there has
been a reduction in complaints suggesting that the facility provides a relevant recreational
opportunity for the same young people often associated with anti social and criminal
behaviour.
Premier Skate Facility
In the five year time frame Council can monitor the recommended indicators of change to
assess if the provision of a premier regional facility is warranted. Craigie Leisure Centre,
along with Edgewater Quarry, is a potential site for a premier regional facility if one were to
be developed.
At present, the following national statistics, generated from an ABS Report dated April 2000,
represent a good starting point from which to monitor participation rates:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Skateboarding or rollerblading was undertaken outside of school hours by 31% of
children in the past two school weeks.
The activity was more popular with boys (36%) than girls (26%).
The percentage of children skateboarding or rollerblading peaked at 39% for children
aged 8 years; this compares with 20% of 5 year olds and 21% of 14 year olds.
Skateboarding or rollerblading was most popular in the Northern Territory, where it was
undertaken by 46% of children aged 5 to 14 years, and least popular in South Australia
(26%). 38.6% of children in WA undertook this activity.
Children born in Australia (32%) and in the main English-speaking overseas countries
(29%) were more likely to skateboard or rollerblade than those born in other countries
(19%).
Children living in one-parent families were more likely to skateboard or rollerblade than
those living in couple families (37% and 30% respectively).
Of the skateboarders and rollerbladers, boys spent more time on this activity than girls.
The average time spent skateboarding and rollerblading in the past two school weeks
was 6 hours for boys and 4 hours for girls.

[Ref: (APRIL 2000) ABS 4901.0 CHILDREN'S PARTICIPATION IN CULTURAL AND
LEISURE ACTIVITIES AUSTRALIA]
Given the current scenario, the following 5-year timetable, detailed in Table 3, is proposed:
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Table 3: 5-year skate facility development timetable
Year 1 Year 2 –
Year 3 –
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
Edgewater
Lexcen Park,
MacNaughton
Recommended Park, Kinross
Quarry,
Ocean Reef
Skate Locations Cost $24,000
Edgewater
Cost $34,000

Year 4 –
2003/04
Percy Doyle
Reserve, Duncraig
Cost $24,000

Cost $55,000

Type of Skate
equipment

Year 5 –
2004/05
Edgewater
Quarry,
Edgewater
Cost $50,000

Chichester Park,
Woodvale
Cost $24,000

Kanangra Park,
Greenwood
Cost $24,000

Geneff Park,
Sorrento
Cost $24,000

Modular Semi
permanent

Modular Semi
permanent

Modular Semi
permanent

Modular Semi
permanent

Modular Semi
permanent

Craigie Skate
Park
Cost $3,000

MacNaughton
Park, Kinross
Cost $2,000

Lexcen Park,
Ocean Reef
Cost $2,000

Percy Doyle
Reserve, Duncraig
Cost $2,000

Kanangra Park,
Greenwood
Cost $5,000

Geneff Park,
Sorrento
Cost $2,000

Chichester Park,
Woodvale
Cost $2,000

Recommended
Amenity
Development

Tom Simpson
Park, Mullaloo
Cost $55,000

Edgewater
Quarry,
Edgewater
Cost $5,000

Type of
Amenity
Total Cost

$48,000

to Council

Planning Notes

- Both
skateparks to be
smaller then
Craigie
- Kinross shops
to be
constructed
within 18
months

Seating and shade

Seating, shade,
lights & power

Seating, shade,
lights & power

Seating, shade,
lights & power

$67,100

$128,700

$57,200)

$64,900

(includes
contingency$6,100)

(Includes
contingency$11,700)

(Includes
contingency$5,200)

(Includes
contingency$5,900)

- Both skateparks
to be smaller then
Craigie

- Edgewater
Quarry skatepark
to be similar to
Craigie skatepark
(size, equipment)

- Both skateparks
to be smaller then
Craigie

Edgewater
skatepark to be
developed into a
larger facility

- Upgrade support
facilities at
Craigie Skate
Facility

- Mullaloo
skatepark to be
similar to Craigie
skatepark (size,
equipment)
- Upgrade support
facilities at
Kinross &
Greenwood Skate
Facilities

- Upgrade support
facilities at Ocean
Reef & Sorrento
Skate Facilities

- Upgrade support
facilities at
Duncraig,
Woodvale &
Edgewater Skate
Facilities
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The annual ongoing operating costs that will result from the establishment of these facilities
are detailed below as follows:
PARKS

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS

Craigie Leisure Centre (current)
MacNaughton, Kinross
Kanangra, Greenwood
Lexcen, Ocean Reef
Geneff, Sorrento
Edgewater Quarry
Tom Simpson, Mullaloo
Percy Doyle, Duncraig
Chichester, Woodvale
TOTAL

$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,500
$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
$10,500

Site Selection Justification
All of the following sites are proposed for construction subject to a local area, community
consultation process, and valuable input for concept design from local youth:
Year 1.

MacNaughton Park, Kinross:

Advantages
•
Area can comfortably accommodate all three sports (skate, blade and bike) with
ancillary infrastructure and services. The current BMX track located at Menteith Park,
Kinross can easily be relocated at relatively minimal costs. The area has got excellent
children’s playground equipment.
•
No landform impediments, enabling ease of construction.
•
The site is readily accessible as MacNaughton Park is situated on a bus route and is
approximately a 10-minute walk or 5 min skate from the Currambine train station.
•
There are buffer zones (oval, clubroom and road) minimising any intrusive noise and
lights to the nearest residents.
•
The site is regarded as a safe area in regards to personal safety with high visibility to the
public.
•
Good amenities are present with a potential shopping centre to be built increasing the
number of toilets and car parking spaces.
Disadvantages
•
Until the proposed shops are constructed, there are limited opportunities to utilise a
public telephone.
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents
Year 1.

Kanangra Park, Greenwood:

Advantages
•
Area can comfortably accommodate all three sports with ancillary infrastructure and
services. A new BMX track has recently been constructed in the park. The area has got
children’s playground equipment on site.
•
No landform impediments, enabling ease of construction.
•
The site is easily accessible as buses stop along Hepburn Avenue, there is a foot/cycling
bridge over the freeway connecting Duncraig, also the proposed Greenwood train
station is planned to be built (2003) very close by.
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There are buffer zones (freeway, oval and road) minimising any intrusive noise and
lights to the nearest residents (approx 200 metres away).
Disadvantages
•
The site is regarded as a safe area in regards to personal safety with visibility to the
public, however there are currently no lighting and power facilities on site.
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents
•

Year 2.

Lexcen Park, Ocean Reef:

Advantages
•
Area can comfortably accommodate all three sports with ancillary infrastructure and
services. The current BMX track located at Mirror Park, Ocean Reef can easily be
relocated at relatively minimal costs. The area has got excellent children’s playground
equipment.
•
The site is readily accessible as it is situated opposite a high school, close to a primary
school and on a bus route.
•
There are buffer zones (oval, trees and roads) minimising any intrusive noise and lights
to the nearest residents.
•
The site is regarded as a safe area in regards to personal safety as it is a school
thoroughfare, with good visibility to the public as local sporting teams utilise the oval
for training and playing.
•
Good amenities are present.
Disadvantages
•
The site has natural banking enabling innovative designs, however resulting in
increased costs of construction.
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents
Other alternatives in this area that have been considered are Mirror Park and Ocean Reef
Senior High School which is opposite Lexcen Park. Use of these sites will be considered
further if there is adverse comment from local residents. Discussions will be held with the
High School to explore the location of a skatepark at the school if necessary.
Year 2.

Geneff Park, Sorrento:

Advantages
•
As site is very close to popular beach location and holiday resorts, an atmosphere of
“zest” and “action” can be exemplified.
•
Area can comfortably accommodate all three sports with ancillary infrastructure and
services. The area has got children’s playground equipment on site.
•
No landform impediments, enabling ease of construction.
•
The site is close to bus routes and directly opposite the Sorrento Beach Resort. It is
proposed to be installed in the existing “make shift” car parking area of Sorrento
Community Hall.
•
There are buffer zones (Sorrento Community Hall and roads) minimising any intrusive
noise and lights to the nearest residents.
•
There is a public telephone on site with excellent emergency vehicle access.
•
Good amenities are present (shops) or have good potential (lighting, power).
Disadvantages
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents
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Tom Simpson Park, Mullaloo:

Advantages
•
Site location is highly compatible (surf lifesaving club, family park, beach location,
BBQ’s.
•
Skatepark facility fits with the philosophy of Mullaloo precinct plan (to increase
activity).
•
The area has got excellent children’s playground equipment.
•
No landform impediments, enabling ease of construction.
•
Public transport makes the site easily accessible.
•
There are buffer zones (road, car park, existing popular park) minimising any intrusive
noise and lights to the nearest residents.
•
The site is highly visible to the public with public telephones in the immediate vicinity.
•
Excellent amenities currently present (toilets, seating, lighting, power and shops).
•
Currently the site is undergoing a community consultation process for the Mullaloo
Precinct Plan.
Disadvantages
•
The site is a known anti-social “hot spot”.
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents.
Establishment of a skate park at Tom Simpson Park will be subject to further consideration as
part of the planning and development of the Mullaloo Precinct Plan.
Year 3.

Edgewater Quarry, Edgewater:

Advantages
•
This site has great potential to be the City’s regional skatepark site.
•
A proposed concept plan for future purposes of the site include recreational pursuits
such as mountain bike and BMX tracks as well as a skatepark facility.
•
Area can comfortably accommodate all three sports with ancillary infrastructure and
services. The current BMX track located at Edgewater Drive, Edgewater can easily be
relocated at relatively minimal costs.
•
The site is currently vacant cleared land.
•
The site is readily accessible as a bus stop is situated immediately outside it and
Edgewater train station is in close proximity.
•
The area has a large buffer zone as its location is in the old quarry minimising any
intrusive noise and lights to the nearest residents.
•
Good amenities are proposed in the above concept plan.
Disadvantages
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents
Year 4.

Percy Doyle Reserve, Duncraig:

Advantages
•
Area can accommodate a skatepark facility with ancillary infrastructure and services.
There is a current BMX track, within very close proximity, located at Galston Park,
Duncraig.
•
No landform impediments, enabling ease of construction.
•
Public transport is readily available along Warwick Road and Marmion Avenue.
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There are buffer zones (oval, clubroom and road) minimising any intrusive noise and
lights to the nearest residents.
•
The site is very highly visible to the public and has public telephones located in the
nearby buildings (Leisure Centre, library).
•
Potentially good lighting and power sources.
Disadvantages
•
This site is a known anti-social “hot spot” and there will more than likely be comments
from nearby residents against the idea of a skatepark being located in this location.
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents.
•
Potential adverse comment from clubs based at Percy Doyle Reserve.
•
Vehicular access through Percy Doyle Reserve could cause traffic congestion and noise
complaints.
•

Year 4.

Chichester Park, Woodvale:

Advantages
•
Area can comfortably accommodate all three wheel sports. An existing BMX track is
already constructed in the park as well as a children’s playground and Basketball
keyway.
•
The proposed site is situated between 2 active reserves, one of which doubles as a
school oval.
•
No landform impediments, enabling ease of construction.
•
The site is easily accessible by buses.
•
Buffer zones comprise of trees, roads and at least 150 metres it the nearest residents
minimising any intrusive noise and lights.
•
Woodvale is regarded as a “hotspot” for anti-social behaviour, however Chichester Park
is not recognised as an area in which this type of behaviour is always present. The main
areas include the high school, library, tennis courts and the Woodvale shops nearest to
Whitfords Avenue.
•
There is a good buffer zone (trees) for residents
Disadvantages
•
The trees and the fact that there are no lights in this particular area of the park reduce
visibility to the public.
•
Potential adverse comment from nearby residents.
Year 5.
Edgewater Quarry, Edgewater:
•
Refer Year 3 Site Selection justification for Edgewater Quarry.
COMMENT/FUNDING
Determining Priority
The proposed timing of development for each skate site has been based on the level of
assessed need within a particular area, access to other skate facilities, other City planning
initiatives being developed such as precinct plans to ensure integrated facility development
and feedback from other City business units.
Funding
As indicated in the Skate Facility progress report, a standard practice appears to be that the
majority of the capital costs for wheel sports facilities are being borne by Councils. To
recover some of these costs, corporate sponsorship may be realised by selling signage rights
on the slopes of skating structures.
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Potential external funding sources for future facilities include:
•
Ministry for Sport and Recreation (MSR) through the “Community Sporting and
Recreation Facility Fund (CSRFF)”. Applicants can request up to one third of the total
cost of the project. Applications must be sent to the MSR during October of each year.
•
Lotteries Commission. Council can seek funding under their “General Funding”
category. Applicants must first consult the WA Skateboarding Association to gain a
recommendation for the project (i.e. the WA Skateboarding Association must consider
it a “central” or regional facility). Council can request up to $20,000 for the project,
and a four-month lead up time must be provided.
•
Office of Youth Affairs (OYA) under their “Skating Facilities Grant Program”.
Applicants can request up to a maximum of $10,000, and a four-month lead up time is
required. Notification was received on the 29 November 2000 from the OYA that until
further notice new applications would not be considered under this program. The reopening of the program and the level of funding available will depend on budget
allocations for the coming financial year.
•
Corporate Sponsorship – Contra sponsorship partnerships could be offered to suppliers
involved in the construction of the skating facility. Corporate groups could be offered
signage rights at the facility, in exchange for savings in labour and material costs of the
project. Any sponsorship partnerships should be developed before the project
commences.
Funding for the current financial year for skateparks is included in this year’s budget and it is
recommended that the proposed locations for skateparks in this financial year be approved
with the balance listed for consideration in the five year works plan.
Should a site encounter significant levels of anti social behaviour, a programme can be
implemented where youth services staff work with the young people to minimise anti social
behaviour. This approach has worked successfully at other skate facilities in the region.
Should there be significant community opposition to a proposed skate park location a further
review of potential sites in the immediate area will be conducted with a report to Council
advising of the outcomes of the community consultation and other potential sites for
consideration.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

ENDORSES the development of skateparks at MacNaughton Park, Kinross and
Kanangra Park, Greenwood in the 2000/2001 financial year subject to a local
community consultation process being conducted at each site prior to
development;

2

LISTS for consideration in the five year works plan the balance of the proposed
sites as detailed in this Report subject to a local community consultation process
to be conducted at each proposed site in the twelve months prior to proposed
development.

v:\reports 2000-01\leisure&ranger\2001\03march\003.doc
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SUMMARY
The Road Traffic Code has been recently amended (December 2000) and now includes a
comprehensive section on the restriction of Emergency Flashing Warning Lights on vehicles.
The amendments to this code were initiated by the Director General of Transport and are
administered by the Police Service, in particular the newly formed Traffic Division operating
at both Warwick and Joondalup Police Stations.
The Director General of Transport is also requesting that Local Governments or agencies that
operate vehicles with flashing warning lights keep an accurate register of such vehicles and
submit a copy of such a register to the Director General so that endorsement can be made
upon the vehicle licence.
The amendments to the Road Traffic Code impact on all Local Governments, and in particular
vehicles that operate primarily for the purposes of mobile security patrols. The City is
currently researching the practices of other local authorities as well as liasing with the
Joondalup Police District Office for guidance and clarification.
It is recommended that this matter be referred to the next meeting of the Western Australian
Municipal Association (WAMA) North Metropolitan Zone for consideration in terms of the
impact on Local Government operations.

BACKGROUND
On 31 March 1999 WAMA called for a member to sit on the Management of Warning
Devices Advisory Committee. Committee membership consists of representatives from the
following agencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transport;
Police Service;
Fire and Emergency Service Authority;
WA Road Transport Association;
Ambulance Service;
RAC; and
WA Municipal Association.

The WAMA representative for this advisory committee is Councillor Lou Magro from the
City of Bayswater.
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The general terms of reference for this committee are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be responsible for maintaining the accepted guidelines and updating them as necessary;
Advise on the usage of any new lighting systems that may be developed;
Mediate on the particular usage categories allocated;
Be an avenue for individuals to air their grievances regarding their allocated usage
category;
Mediate on appropriate training requirements for emergency lamp operations; and
Be involved in appropriate general public awareness/education campaigns on the
significance of emergency lamps and their operation.

It is understood that this Advisory Committee has met on regular occasions. However, little
information has been forwarded through to the City as to the progress and findings of this
Advisory Committee.

DETAILS
It is understood that Council vehicles used for road construction and operations services will
be approved by the Director General under a provision of special purpose vehicles. An
application outlining the purpose and role of the vehicles with an accompanying register will
still need to be completed by the City and forwarded for the information and approval by the
Director General. It is also understood that Ranger vehicles may fall under this category and
should receive approval for the use of flashing warning lights.
The City Watch vehicles fall under the category of security and it is believed that the reason
for the review (guidelines initially drafted in December 1998) was specifically to target and
regulate security vehicles in general. From an informal document obtained from the Police
the following is stated:
Vehicles that are not approved by the Director General of Transport are illegal and a
vehicle defect notice should be issued. These include such vehicles as:
Security – regardless of whether private, government or local government owner or
operator. The Director General of Transport specifically denied the use of flashing
lamps on local government vehicles in line with the rule as applied to all security
vehicles. Any use on a local government vehicle primarily used for security patrols is
therefore illegal.
Lawn mowing and other similar type private contractors not engaged in road
maintenance on behalf of Main Roads WA or a local government authority and, if
under contract, then not unless specifically authorized by the relevant authority to
operate as such for the duration of the contract. (On completion of contract the
authority also ends).
The matter is being progressed with both the Department of Transport and the Joondalup
Police District Office. Furthermore, preparations have already been undertaken to start
conducting an audit of all Council vehicles that are required to operate using flashing lights.
Once completed, this report and accompanying application will be forwarded to the Director
General of Transport requesting approval of Council vehicles.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council REFERS the matter of emergency lighting on local government vehicles to
a meeting of the Western Australian Municipal Association North Metropolitan Zone
expressing concern about the amendments made to the Road Traffic Act in relation to
emergency lighting on local government vehicles and seeking Western Australian
Municipal Association’s support to have the amendments reviewed.

jle
\\coj03\commserv\reports 2000-01\administration\city watch\report emergency flashing lights - 130301.doc
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MINUTES OF DRY PARKS, MEDIAN & VERGE
COMMITTEE MEETINGS – 5 FEBRUARY 2001 AND 26
FEBRUARY 2001 - [44697]

WARD - All

SUMMARY
Meetings of the Dry Parks, Median and Verge Committee were held on 5 February 2001 and
26 February 2001 and the minutes of both meetings are submitted for noting by Council.

DETAILS
The confirmed minutes of the Dry Parks, Median & Verge Committee meeting held on 5
February 2001 are included as Attachment 1.
The unconfirmed minutes of the Dry Parks, Median & Verge Committee meeting held on 26
February 2001 are included as Attachment 2. The following motion was put and carried:
“that it be recommended that Council expends the project funds of $220,000 allocated in
the Capital Works Program C.641 Streetscape Works Project No 2101 Various Major
Roads, Median & Verge, be allocated for the landscape enhancement of the Whitford
Avenue median, from the Freeway junction west to the Marmion Avenue junction.”

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

NOTES the confirmed minutes of the Dry Parks, Median & Verge Committee
meeting held on 5 February 2001 forming Attachment 1 to this Report;
2

NOTES the unconfirmed minutes of the Dry Parks, Median & Verge
Committee meeting held on 26 February 2001 forming Attachment 2 to this
Report;

3

ENDORSES the recommendation of the Dry Parks, Median and Verge
Committee that Council expends the project funds of $220,000 allocated in the
Capital Works Program C.641 Streetscape Works Project No 2101 Various
Major Roads, Median & Verge, be allocated for the landscape enhancement of
the Whitford Avenue median, from the Freeway junction west to the Marmion
Avenue junction.

Appendix 7 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here:
DC:KL
v:\parks\reports\2001\ops01005.doc

Attach7brf060301.pdf
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SUMMARY
At its meeting held on 14 November 2000, Council received a 253 signature petition from
electors of the City of Joondalup, requesting Council to manage natural areas. The petition is
structured in two parts, as follows:
Part 1 - That Council:
1

ensures all natural areas (conservation areas, bush remnants and coastal dunes) within
the City of Joondalup are all prioritised for an effective maintenance program;

2

increases budget allocation and employs personnel qualified in the care and
rehabilitation of natural vegetation areas.

Part 2 - Petitions are concerned that:
1

lack of management of bushland areas is allowing weed invasion to reduce the quality
of the bushland, reducing the educational, passive recreational, aesthetic and natural
heritage values of the bushland;

2

the City of Joondalup employs very few people with bush rehabilitation skills to
maintain the natural values of our bushland compared to other comparable local
government authorities;

3

the financial benefits of lower maintenance costs of well-managed bushland, compared
to turf maintenance, are currently being foregone to the cost of all ratepayers.

BACKGROUND
Council officers have met with representatives of the petitioners to outline the current
practices and procedures and the annual budgeting process.
Council officers and community representatives of the Conservation Advisory Committee
have previously discussed the option of utilising specialist contract labour for revegetation
projects. Within the 2000/2001 financial year, the City has undertaken two projects to
evaluate this option and the results will be considered in the preparation for the 2001/2002
Draft Maintenance Budget submissions.
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DETAILS
The conservation values of remnant vegetation within the City of Joondalup have been thrust
into a focal position due to the draft “Bush Forever” (previously Bushplan) document and the
division of the former City of Wanneroo.
Bushland calculations previously reflected larger amounts for possible conservation due to a
large number of undeveloped Public Open Space within the rural areas. The amount of
bushland remaining within this City’s control is now clearly defined and the petitioners are
requesting that Council recognises its importance during the budget process.
Within the Operations Business Unit there are three personnel who undertake the major
portion of bushland maintenance, being:
Conservation Officer - Conservation Area Maintenance
Foreshore Restoration & Maintenance
Foreshore Pathway Maintenance
Green Plan Co-ordination
Community Projects/Landscape/Environmental
Corrective Services Co-ordination
Two -

Senior Leading Hands

The two Senior Leading Hands supervise the Corrective Services crews that undertake a
variety of basic work functions. These works incorporate the daily maintenance of designated
areas of conservation, as follows:
Warwick Open Space Bushland
Hepburn Heights Bushland
Lilburne Park Bushland
Korella Park Bushland
Shepherds Bush
Periwinkle Park Bushland
Foreshore Dunes

57ha
20.88ha
5.87ha
2.5ha
16.44ha
3.72ha
990ha

The following areas of natural vegetation recorded by Bush Forever are not currently vested
with the City:
Lot 2 Burns Beach Road – Private Property (Bush Forever Site 322)
Lot 17 Mindarie Tamala Part Ownership (Bush Forever Site 323)
Lot 1029 Ocean Reef Road Freehold – City of Joondalup
Maintenance of these areas, if vested with the City, will significantly impact on the operating
budget expenditure in future years. A report is currently being prepared regarding the Bush
Forever implications for Council.
Foreshore dunes are vested with the Ministry for Planning, however the ongoing maintenance
has historically been undertaken by the former City of Wanneroo and currently by the City of
Joondalup Operations Services unit. Council has total responsibility for developed reserves
within this area and these are vested with the City.
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In addition, Council’s Operations’ workforce maintains remnant areas, which are integrated
with developed Public Open Space, such as:
Beaumaris Park Clermont Park -

1ha irrigated
3ha bushland
.60ha irrigated
1.37ha bushland

The City has recently engaged Eco Job to undertake bushland regeneration works in Clermont
Park in Currambine. Four qualified bush regenerators worked for 10 days, removing exotic
weeds resulting from a fire in March 2000. This work will be monitored to determine the
effectiveness and cost benefit. Current expenditure is $6,000.
In addition to the above, the City has undertaken a comparison survey with the City of
Stirling to determine whether a significant variation exists.
The results must be viewed with caution as the information being assessed may differ or vary
significantly by way of definition and work processes adopted by each Council.
Conservation area maintenance (specifically designated conservation)
City of Joondalup
City of Stirling

$1,123.63 (100.19ha)
$1,027.60 (352ha)

These figures give the impression that conservation of bushland can be achieved by provision
of approximately $1,100 per hectare, which a successful result achieved. This fails to
recognise the variety of other factors that impact, eg. weather, fires, previous degradation and
the area involved.
There are examples of existing natural bushland where preservation has been achieved with
minimal capital expenditure or ongoing maintenance costs, eg. Lilburne Park Duncraig, due to
the quality of the bushland at commencement.
There is a variation in the staff and labour component of the survey and this has been only
identified in the overall calculation, as follows:
City of Joondalup
City of Stirling

Parks Staff –10
Parks Staff – 17

Employees - 87
Employees – 123

These figures must be assessed with caution as the overall duties vary significantly, eg. City
of Stirling maintains large areas of wetlands and the City of Joondalup has none.
Alternatively, the City of Joondalup has 16.5km of coastline, as opposed to 6.5km for the City
of Stirling, with variation in development.

COMMENT/FUNDING
The Operations Services annual maintenance budget provides direct funding for designated
conservation areas. This funding provides for the maintenance of fences, signs, access tracks
and chemical control of selected weeds.
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On-ground maintenance is also undertaken via Friends’ Group participation.
The remnant Public Open Space vegetation currently has limited maintenance undertaken.
Areas are actioned as and when required and costs for this work are debited direct to the Parks
Annual Maintenance allocation and Dry Park and Conservation area maintenance. The
Corrective Services group carries out the major portion of maintenance works undertaken in
this area, with minimal labour costs reflected.
It must also be recognised that the conservation values of remnant bush areas within Public
Open Space are often not supported by surrounding residents due to antisocial activities.
Residents value the trees, but request irrigated grass understorey. There is a tendency by
residents to dump their domestic prunings in the bushland.
The work undertaken by the Friends groups should not be underestimated, as they form a
valuable resource for Council and the community, however the scope of work involved is
greater than can be achieved by volunteer. It is therefore recommended that bushland
regeneration teams are employed for specific locations, at the appropriate time, to achieve
maximum benefit to the bushland.
The impact of the Western Australian Planning Commission Bush Forever legislation is yet to
be recognised and understood. The preservation of existing indigenous bushland will incur
additional maintenance costs, irrespective of who undertakes the works. It is therefore
recommended that the maintenance of natural areas be listed as a separate item in the
Operations Maintenance budget submissions for consideration by Council in the 2001/2002
Budget. Annual expenditure to $70,000 would be anticipated and it is considered that with
these additional maintenance funds, Council will formalise its maintenance of natural areas
into an ongoing program that will enable maintenance activities to occur over a three year
rolling program.
This program will be reviewed annually in conjunction with the Conservation Advisory
Committee to determine priorities and works required.
It is recommended that Council lists the objectives identified within the petition for
consideration when assessing the Draft Maintenance Budget for the 2001/2002 financial year.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

NOTES that this report was considered by the Environmental Advisory
Committee at its meeting on 22 February 2001;

2

LISTS the objectives contained in the petition for consideration as part of the
2001/2002 Draft Maintenance Budget submissions;

3

LISTS the Maintenance of Natural Bush Areas as a specific item in the
Operations Maintenance Budget for 2001/2002.

DC:KL
v:\parks\reports\2001\ops01004.doc
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SUMMARY
The State Government has a long term goal of having underground power distribution to half
of Perth’s houses by 2010. Except for transmission lines, this will place the power and
lighting distribution and connection network underground saving costs in maintenance and
storm damage across the metropolitan area as well as renewing aging infrastructure. For local
government and ratepayers/householders, the benefits can include a safer environment, secure
power supplies, improved civic and aesthetic facilities and a tax free capital gain on property
and improvements.
There are significant areas of the City that require Underground Power, and for the City to
participate in the programme, financial criteria and community support has to be established.
It is proposed that a survey be undertaken of those areas in Duncraig with overhead power to
determine community support for this project on a user pays principle.

BACKGROUND
The State Government has a strong commitment to and a long term goal of having
underground power distribution to half of Perth’s households by 2010. The programme is
expected to produce savings on maintenance and storm damage, replace the aging
infrastructure and improve civic and aesthetic facilities for the City’s ratepayers.
A presentation was received by Council at its Briefing Session dated 20 February 2001 from
Mr John Lack, Manager Underground Power Programme for Western Power at which he gave
an overview of the State's Underground Power Programme. Mr Lack advised that he
considered that with the change of government there still remains a commitment to this
programme.

DETAILS
The areas of the City that have existing overhead power lines are highlighted on Attachment
1.
It is estimated that approximately 19,000 properties would be required to be converted to
underground power.
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COSTS
The State Government including Western Power will contribute half of the funding for the
programme with the Local Government to arrange the remaining 50%. Currently the State
Government has total funding programmes of $50 million available every two years. This
results in around 10 projects of $5 million funded with local authorities required to arrange a
contribution of $2.5 million for each project. Generally the preference is for projects to be of
discrete areas of approximately $5 million being around 1,200 properties.
Based on an average budget cost of $4,000 per lot to upgrade approximately 19,000
properties, the total cost to underground power in the City is $76 million. With the State
Government current commitment to contribute 50% of the costs, the City’s contribution is
$38 million on present values. These figures are detailed on Attachment 2.
The street lighting scheme in the City’s areas requiring underground power is not to the
required Australian Standard. The City would be required to supply an extra $1.9 million on
present values over the programme period to upgrade the lighting to the required standard. If
the area is to be enhanced with decorative street lighting, additional costs are applicable and
the responsibility of the City.
The City would also be responsible for costs associated with its facilities (clubrooms, pumps
and buildings) in the underground power scheme.
The administration costs and customer service/communication input for the direct local
authority involvement can be funded from a successful project. These costs together with
reinstatements are treated as “in kind” costs (the financial value of contributions in a form
other than a direct cash payment) with a figure of about 5% of the total budget generally
allocated as the Council’s contribution.
The overall project funding will require the City’s cash flow to be assessed to fund a
successful programme. Generally the project is completed within 12 months and Councils are
expected to fully fund their contribution in this period through payments every two months of
around $400,000.
Selection criteria for project prioritisation
In discussions with Western Power, it has been indicated that whilst detailed applications are
not required, the main selection criteria needs to be addressed.
The proposals for residential projects are required to satisfy the main selection criteria as
follows:
•

The size and budget of the project being 1000-1250 lots with the State’s funding share
not exceeding $2.5 million (total cost approximately $5 million)

•

Commitment by the local authority to fund at least half of the cost of the jointly
funded works included proposals for raising the share of finance

•

Evidence of community willingness to participate in and contribute if required to the
project
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The age and condition of the existing infrastructure, its area in relation to other parts
of the scheme and vulnerability to storm damage

Issues
From the selection criteria, the major factor to progress the underground power programme
application is the support and acceptance from the general and affected community and
ratepayers to establish the funding arrangements. The City of Cottesloe having participated in
the underground power programme had a 78% acceptance from its ratepayers, Town of
Cambridge 80% and City of Melville 85% respectively. These Councils have adopted a user
pays principle.
The next round of the underground power applications is programmed in August 2001 with
notification of successful projects prior to January 2002. These projects would commence in
March 2002 and therefore any funding allocations would need to be part of the 2001/2002
annual budget.
To enable the City to make a successful application for the next round of the State
Underground Power Programme, the following main issues will need to be addressed:
1
2
3

Establish funding arrangement principles with the possibility of a user pays basis;
Undertake a professional survey on the feasibility of the programme with public
comment and consultation;
Consider the coastal areas being upgraded first due to potential storm damage and
higher corrosion and maintenance costs.

Funding Arrangements
The two main options are for the City to fund the cost of the underground works or adopt a
user pay principle.
It is estimated that 35,000 existing dwellings (65% of the City) currently has underground
power with developers of new subdivisions required to install this facility, although residents
pay for the underground power as part of the purchase price of the land.
A user pay principle for the remaining 19,000 properties appears consistent with the likely
direct benefits provided to the affected residents and this funding principle being adopted by
other Councils.
User Pay Principle
Based on the average budget cost of $4,000 per lot, on a jointly funded 50:50 basis with the
State Government, the cost for each single residence within the scheme would be $2,000.
This component is made up as follows:
Network Charge (Street works)
Service Charge (Property connection)
Total
GST is not included in these costs

$1,550
$ 450
$2,000
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It is to be noted that these figures are only budget costs and can be refined once advice has
been received from the Underground Power Steering Committee that a project has been
approved. A detailed audit is then usually undertaken at this stage and the information
gathered used in the City’s financial costing model.
It is to be noted that the GST issue is currently being addressed with the Australian Taxation
Office to determine whether it is applicable.
Charge Options
If the funding is proposed to be raised directly from the affected ratepayers, consideration
needs to be given as to whether:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using a fixed service fee for the consumer connection ($450)
Using a GRV approach to the network costs with a minimum and a maximum charge
Giving discounts (50%) to pensioners
Providing payment options;
Full payment with discount or providing a repayment period (3 to 7 years) with
interest charges
Making no charge for the service fee (consumer connection) where the connection is
already underground
Providing a discount to owners of properties adjacent to transmission lines (66,000V
or more), as these will not be placed underground
Charging strata title properties on one lot as a single property in relation to the cost of
placing the distribution line underground
Charging commercial or business premises based on the electrical load requirements
(for example a Bakery/Deli $5,000, large restaurant $11,000 and Fast Food $16,000)
Charging non rateable properties including service utility facilities (telephone
cabinets, water and sewerage pumps) Schools, Churches, Council Recreational
Facilities, bores and pumps.

Information provided by other Councils shows that generally a fixed service fee is used for
the consumer connection, a GRV approach is used for the network cost with a minimum and a
maximum charge, discounts are provided and repayment periods are available. (The City of
Stirling has a repayment period of 7 years with 7.5% pa interest).
For pensioners, a 50% rebate is provided on the network cost provided it is paid up front in
full.
Community Consultation
The selection criterion requires documented evidence of the affected community willingness
to participate and contribute to the project.
A strong acceptance from the community is required before a project will be accepted by the
State Government.
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The general approach is for a survey/questionnaire to be delivered to each residence in a
proposed area requesting the owners in principle agreement to the installation of underground
power and being prepared to contribute to the budget cost (approximately $2,000). The
preference of the owner is also sought on suggested options on payments with discounts or
installments over a period of years. The estimated cost to conduct an initial survey in an area
such as Duncraig (2,600 lots) would be around $7,000.
Should an application be successful an integral part will be an ongoing communication
strategy with the residents on the progress of works and expenditure. Experience has shown
that it is essential that ratepayers who participate in a project are kept well informed of all the
issues. This need for customer support can be a cost to the programme.
Priority of suburbs
The areas that require underground power within the City are shown on Attachment 1.
Generally the areas closest to the coast are considered the highest priority. It is desirable that
works program are co-ordinated with other infrastructure such as Water Corporation’s infill
sewerage program, which will affect Sorrento, Marmion, Mullaloo and part of Duncraig. This
is shown on Attachment 1. The current program for this infill sewer indicates that these
works will occur over 2001-2003. For these areas, the conversion of underground power can
be programmed following the sewer infill.
On this basis, suggested suburbs for initial application for underground power are Hillarys
(1468 lots) Kallaroo (1010 lots) or part of Duncraig (2659 lots). The suburb of Duncraig
being one of the more established areas with aging infrastructure, can be considered as a
priority for the initial underground power programme.

COMMENT
The State Underground Power Programme addresses the retrospective installation of
underground power distribution to replace overhead systems. The City has a significant area
and associated cost to underground power. The City is required to contribute 50% of the
costs with the funding arrangement to be resolved between the Council and ratepayers.
It has been generally accepted throughout the metropolitan area that the Council contribution
is on a user pays principle.
The next round of underground power applications is programmed for August 2001. To
enable the City to make a successful application for the next round of the State Underground
Power Programmes, a survey of residents is required to determine the acceptance to
contribute to the project.
It is proposed that a survey of ratepayers be undertaken from those residences in Duncraig
with overhead power to ascertain the community support to contribute to this project on a user
pays principle.
It is also likely that the initial questionnaire of Duncraig will generate significant customer
enquiries. Casual staff will be used to handle these enquiries.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

SUPPORTS in principle an application being made to Western Power for the
implementation of the Underground Power Programme throughout the City;

2

SURVEYS the ratepayers of Duncraig with residences to be connected to
underground power on the willingness to participate in and contribute to a user
pays principle to the costs of these works;

3

RECEIVES a further report in May 2001 on the response by Duncraig residents
to the programme;

4

SEEKS a further report in relation to payment options for Council’s
consideration.

Appendix 8 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach8brf060301.pdf
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v:\dd\reports01\mar01\im03002.doc
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CONTRACT EXTENSION (047-99/00) - SUPPLY AND
DELIVERY OF MOBILE GARBAGE BINS
- [47253]
[101226]

WARD - All

SUMMARY
Contract No. 047-99/00 for the Supply, Maintenance and Delivery Service of Mobile Garbage
bins was approved at the Council meeting on 7 December 1999. This contract forms part of
the City of Joondalup’s Waste Management contracts and, in accordance with the General
Conditions of Contract Clause 24 Contract Period, the City has negotiated an appropriate
extension with Brickwood Holdings Pty Ltd, the current contractor. The City of Wanneroo
under its Service Level Agreement with the City of Joondalup, will continue to provide a
maintenance and delivery service for the extension period.

DETAILS
The contractor, Brickwood Holdings has indicated it has no objection to extending the
contract and in view of the satisfactory performance experienced from it, the recommendation
is to extend the contract for 12 months from 16 December, 2000 to 17 December, 2001.

COMMENT/FUNDING
All rates remain as per the original contract price, with the application of 10% GST.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

AUTHORISES the extension of Contract 047-99/00 with Brickwood Holdings
Pty Ltd for the supply & delivery of Mobile Garbage Bins for a period of 12
months, from the 16 December 2000 to 17 December 2001, in accordance with
the price schedule accepted by Council for 1999/2000, and the application of
10% GST;

2

NOTES that the City of Wanneroo, through its Service Level Agreement, will
continue to provide a maintenance and delivery service to the City of
Joondalup.

v:\dd\reports01\mar01\im03001.doc
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ILUKA STRUCTURE PLAN – FINAL APPROVAL - [48934]

WARD - North Coastal

SUMMARY
At the Council meeting of 28 November 2000 it was resolved to adopt the Draft Iluka
Structure Plan (Attachment 1) and make it available for public comment for a period of 28
days and request the applicant during the advertising period to address the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a drainage management plan to be submitted to the City’s satisfaction;
a detailed landscaping and management plan to be submitted;
the legal agreement for amendment No 641 being finalised and the details of that
agreement forming part of the structure plan;
a traffic management plan being submitted and addressing the issues raised in the
City’s letter dated 24 October 2000 and showing intersection controls and speed
management;
detail being submitted of the proposed street hierarchy and in particular proposed road
reserve and pavement widths;
Detail being submitted to substantiate the need for variation of height policy.

The submission period commenced on 7 December 2000 for a period of 28 days ending on
4 January 2000. The submission period was then extended for a further 2 weeks ending on
18 January 2001. A total of five signs were placed in strategic locations and two
advertisements placed in the local newspaper.
At the closure of the submission period, a total of 209 submissions were received including
personalised submissions, standard letters and standard petitions. One submission supports the
proposal, while the others either object to all aspects or object to some and support others.
A revised structure plan has been submitted (Attachment 5) reducing the number of laneways
and deleting a road connection to Delgado Parade. The traffic management plan submitted
addresses the number of four way intersections. In light of public submissions the extent of
development in and around the park has been reduced. This has resulted in some changes to
the road design. In addition it is also proposed to reduce the density of the centre zone to R60
and apply a maximum height of 3 storeys.
It is considered that the revised Iluka Structure Plan conforms to the requirements of Part 9 of
the City of Joondalup District Planning Scheme No 2 and is acceptable for the control of
development within the Structure Plan area. It is considered to be satisfactory.
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BACKGROUND
Lot No
Street Address

Land Owner
MRS Zoning
DPS Zoning
Lot Area

Swan Location 1370 Lot M1722
Bounded by Burns Beach Road to the west and north, Silver Sands
Drive to the south and Naturaliste Boulevard and Delgado Parade
to the east.
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth and Davidson Pty Ltd
Urban
Urban Development
95ha

Council initiated Amendment No 641 to Town Planning Scheme No 1 at its meeting in
December 1992. This amendment sought to rezone the major part of Iluka to accommodate a
residential development including a commercial component.
At its April 1993 meeting Council resolved to advise the applicant that in the interest of
facilitating the prompt development of the subject land, prior to granting final approval to the
amendment it would require a legal agreement ensuring the ceding, free of cost to Council, of
5000m2 of land for community purposes and to secure obligations in respect to the provision
of regional roads and associated facilities relating to their land holding but outside the area in
question.
The legal agreement has been prepared but not yet finalised but is currently being progressed
by the City’s solicitors.
At the Council meeting of 28 November 2000 it was resolved to adopt the Draft Iluka
Structure Plan (Attachment 1) and make it available for public comment for a period of 28
days and request the applicant during the advertising period to address the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a drainage management plan to be submitted to the City’s satisfaction;
a detailed landscaping and management plan to be submitted;
the legal agreement for Amendment No 641 being finalised and the details of that
agreement forming part of the structure plan;
a traffic management plan being submitted and addressing the issues raised in the
City’s letter dated 24 October 2000 and showing intersection controls and speed
management;
detail being submitted of the proposed street hierarchy and in particular proposed road
reserve and pavement widths;
detail being submitted to substantiate the need for variation of height policy.

DETAILS
Current Proposal or Issues
The developer seeks Council’s approval of the Iluka Structure plan and has submitted
additional detail in relation to traffic and road issues, drainage, landscaping and detail to
substantiate the need to vary the height policy as requested. The legal agreement for
Amendment No 641 however has not been finalised to enable it to form a part of the structure
plan, but is with the City’s solicitor awaiting finalisation..
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A number of issues were raised during the submission period. The main issues are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objections to the proposed density of R100 and height limit of 5 storeys in the
proposed centre zone and need for commercial development;
Object to the development of and reduction in the area of the park;
Object to proposed density of R30;
Loss of flora and fauna;
Road design - excessive use of laneways, number of four way intersections, road
proposed opposite 182 Delgado Parade, increase in traffic, Cardiff Gate left in left out;
Plan not in accordance with previous plans;
Loss of a school site;
Extent and timing of submission period not acceptable;
Location of bus stops and need for embayments;
Parking both on street and for the park.

These issues are discussed in further detail below including details previously raised by the
City.
Road Design
It should be noted that Liveable Neighbourhoods outlines how greater safety, local
employment, public transport and environmental sustainability can be supported by the proper
design and layout of roads. In particular it limits excessively long or large street blocks and
the use of cul-de-sacs where these would reduce walkability and limit movement within the
neighbourhood. Pedestrian accessways are not promoted but closure of part of the street
reserve through the creation of many parks, preventing through traffic movement, is allowed
for. Further, Liveable Neighbourhoods promotes a connected street system with on street
parking which has the additional benefit of creating a street environment that automatically
slows down through traffic and allows circulation of local traffic. On street parking also
enables commercial developments to front directly onto the street rather than be set back in
car parks.
The issues are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

The proposed road opposite No 182 Delgado Parade – It has been advised that the
road is required to accommodate services, including drainage. The location of the road
relative to other intersections meets the City’s requirements, however, the objections
appear to be one of amenity.
The issue of the number of four way intersections was previously raised with the
developers and also raised in a number of the submissions.
Traffic speeds along Delgado Parade and Naturaliste Boulevarde – Submissions raise
the issue of these roads being used by traffic avoiding Marmion Avenue.
The continuation of the boulevard treatment for Burns Beach Road from Silver Sands
Drive to Ocean Parade.
Traffic management report identifies access streets carrying low traffic volumes as
having 14 metre wide road reserves and is generally supported. However, it is
considered that the need for on street parking, preferably in the form of parking
embayments, needs to be considered adjacent to the smaller lots with laneway access.
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The reserve widths of these roads may need to be increased. The need for a substantial
amount of parking embayments along O’Mara Blvd has also been identified.
Cardiff Gate – Submissions raise the issue of Cardiff Gate which is outside the
structure plan area being left in left out.
The access to lots fronting Burns Beach Road, north of Silver Sands Drive, requires
review as no provision for visitor parking is made and direct access should be avoided.
Parking relating to the park – A number of the submissions identified the issue of lack
of parking for the park, and cars parked on verges cause a traffic hazard and an unsafe
situation.
Laneways – Previously the developers were advised to re-examine the over use of
laneways in their design and the resultant four way intersections. A number of the
submissions also raise the issue of excessive use of laneways.

Footpaths and Dual Use Paths
The City previously requested a comprehensive plan to form part of the structure plan
annotating the proposed dual use paths and footpaths required.
Public Open Space
The applicants are seeking a 2% reduction of the normal contribution of 10% of POS of the
gross subdivisible area in accordance with Liveable Neighbourhoods. This reduction may be
agreed to where:
•
•
•

Element 1 Community Design Objectives have been satisfied to achieve the desired
urban structure, lot layout and parkland distribution;
Any local parks have the support of the local government and both the neighbourhood
and any local parks are constructed in accordance with an approved landscaping and
management plan to the satisfaction of the relevant local government; and
Any regional open space or foreshore reserve is provided in accordance with Clauses
3.2 and 3.3 of Commission policy DC 2.3.

With respect to the first point the Structure Plan and accompanying report demonstrate
compliance with the Community Design objectives outlined under Element 1 of Liveable
Neighbourhoods. With regard to the second point, a Parkland Agreement is provided under
Appendix A which provides an undertaking to the City of Joondalup that development of the
POS areas within the Structure Plan area will be carried out in accordance with an approved
landscaping and management plan to the satisfaction of the City. With regard the last point of
the above points, the regional coastal reserve complies with the WAPC’s policy DC 2.3, the
foreshore reserve is outside of the structure plan area.
Liveable Neighbourhoods provides that most dwellings should be within 400 metres of a
park. The revised structure plan attempts to show 400 metre walkable distances, however
some dwellings appear not to be within 400 metres of a portion of POS.
In March of 1999 the City advised the consultants at the time that there is an oversupply of
5000m2 for the Beaumaris Estate located in Iluka, Currumbine, Connolly and Ocean Reef.
Given the proposed provision of public open space for the Iluka suburb there is an overall
oversupply of 2.475ha.
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Development of the Park
A number of objections were raised against the proposed development of the park.
Development of the park has been identified in previous plans proposed by the developers
(Attachment 6). Further clause 6 on the offer and acceptance reads “The purchaser
acknowledges that the vendor has advised the purchaser that the area of land …. at some time
in the future be developed and the proposed use of the land (is) specified on the plan. The
vendor reserves the right to use the land for such additional purposes as it determines and to
amend and vary its plans for the use of the land.”
Several areas around the park to the east west and south are marked in the developer’s
document and the legend shows these sites as proposed R40/R20 residential. Several building
footprints including a shopping village is shown at the northern edge of the park, extending
south to a point adjacent to the existing lakes, a residential or retirement village is shown to
the north of O’Mara Boulevard.
The lots backing onto the park are not supported, as Council policy requires a road interface.
It should be noted, however, that this park is located on freehold land and its boundaries are
not defined.
Drainage
Part 2 of the structure plan shows the land area required for drainage purposes. Further
drainage detail will be submitted at the time of subdivision.
Community Purpose Site
It is intended to locate the 1000m2 of community purpose land within the centre zone of the
structure plan. A site area generally in the order of 0.5ha per 1250 dwellings (neighbourhood
catchment) is used as a guide, the WAPC policy also provides for sites not less than 2000m2
or greater than 20% of the POS requirement to be set aside for community purposes. A draft
legal agreement for Iluka nominates that an area of 5000m2 is to be ceded or transferred to the
City for community purposes and located to the City’s satisfaction. An area of 1000m2 has
previously been proposed to be located adjacent to, or in the vicinity of, the proposed
commercial land use, which has now been relocated to the coast. The second site is within the
district open space on Miami Beach Promenade.
Height and Scale
The structure plan proposes a variation to the City of Joondalup’s Policy 3.1.9 – “Height and
Scale of Buildings within a Residential Area”. The Council’s policy includes specifications
for a maximum building threshold envelope for single dwellings to be able to be processed
without development approval.
The applicants nominate that the difficulties with this policy for Iluka are as follows:
•

The truncated roof characterising the maximum building threshold envelope restricts
opportunities for variation of roof form and denies opportunities for steeply pitched roofs.
The envelope would be particularly limiting for the narrow frontage lots proposed to front
O’Mara Boulevard which will be dimensioned to accommodate buildings with a strong
vertical element.
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The Policy implies that the building threshold envelope is to run parallel to the slope of
the land. This will constrain two storey framed construction and ‘cut and fill’
development from occurring on natural sloping sites.
Provision is not made for tower elements that contribute to the landmark quality of the
building to exceed these limits.

Landscape Management Plan
The developers have submitted an additional landscape component. The landscape philosophy
is broadly outlined with all proposals subject to final detail approval from Council. It is stated
that existing vegetation is to be retained wherever possible mainly within allocated POS. A
drainage component is proposed within the O'Mara POS. The form and size of the drainage
area has not been determined.
Foreshore Reserve
The Beaumaris Foreshore Management Plan prepared by Alan Tingay and Associates is dated
November 1993. The plan aims at providing access to the beach, limestone cliffs and heath
while rehabilitating eroded areas and preventing further erosion and degradation of the
vegetation. This plan may need to be reviewed in the future prior to any works being
undertaken.
Environmental
A number of submissions raised the issue of the loss of flora and fauna on the site. Bush
Forever does not include the subject land as a significant site, but identifies it as a site
containing other native vegetation. A flora and fauna survey and assessment provided by the
developer determines that there are no declared rare or priority flora recorded. One species of
significant fauna, being the short billed Black Cockatoo, is known to occur at the site as a
seasonal visitor to the area during the non-breeding period. Other significant fauna that could
potentially occur includes the Peregrine Falcon, Carpet Python, Southern Brown Bandicoot
and the Square-tailed kite.
Centre Zone
A number of objections were raised in relation to the proposed R100 site and five-storey
development nominated for the proposed centre zone. Objections raised the issue of the height
and density not being in accordance with the surrounding area and the precedent that this may
set. Previous plans for Iluka showed commercial activity to the north of the park. Objections
were also raised in regards to the need for additional commercial area. Previous plans showed
a commercial component and the City’s Centre Strategy Policy nominates a village centre
with a planned size of below 4500m2 for Iluka provided it contains a “Main Street”
component.
Extent and Timing of Submission Period
The provisions of the scheme refer to a period of not less than 21 days. It was resolved to
advertise the structure plan for a period of 28 days. Due to time of the year of the submission
period it was determined that an extension of that period by two weeks was warranted.
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Proposed R30
The modified plan shows an additional pocket of R30 on the eastern side of the park, just to
the north of Silver Sands Drive. General objections were raised to the proposed R30
development. Previous plans have showed development up to a density of R40, it is
considered that a density of R30 provides for a variety of lot sizes and housing types to cater
for the diverse housing needs of the community at a density that can ultimately support the
provision of local services.
School Site and Bus Embayments/Stops
The issue of the lack of a school site in this urban cell is for the consideration of the education
Department. It has previously been advised that there is no requirement for a school site in
this urban cell. The Department of Transport, which also advises that the preference is not to
have separate bus embayments, determines the location of bus stops.
Relevant Legislation
Clause 9.6 of District Planning Scheme No 2 provides that the Council shall consider the
submissions received and determine to refuse to adopt the structure plan or resolve that the
structure plan is satisfactory with or without modifications and submit three copies to the
Western Australian Planning Commission for adoption and certification.
Advertising and Summary
The submission period commenced on 7 December 2000 for a period of 28 days ending on
4 January 2000. The submission period was then extended for a further 2 weeks ending on
18 January 2001. A total of five signs were placed in strategic locations and advertisements
placed in the local newspaper.
At the closure of the submission period, a total of 209 submissions were received. These
consisted of:
•
•
•

144 personalised submissions;
60 submissions of a standard type (letter drop) as per Attachment 2; and
4 submissions forming part of the same petition (Attachment 3).

Five of the submissions of the standard format contained separate personalised submissions.
The 4 submissions forming part of the same petition totaled 117 signatures. Two late
submissions were received containing 144 and 29 signatures respectively forming part of the
same petition.
Attachment 4 contains the schedule of submissions including recommendations for Council.
Only one submission supports the proposal, the other submissions either object to all aspects
or object to some and support others.
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COMMENT
Issues
The design being pursued generally reflects the aims of Liveable Neighbourhoods, which are
summarised below:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10
11.

To provide for an urban structure of walkable neighbourhoods clustering to form towns
of compatibly mixed uses in order to reduce car dependence for access to employment,
retail and community facilities.
To ensure that walkable neighbourhoods and access to services and facilities are
designed for all users, including users with disabilities.
To foster a sense of community and strong local identity in neighbourhoods and towns.
To provide for access, generally by way of an interconnected network of streets which
facilitate safe, efficient and pleasant walking, cycling and driving.
To ensure active street-land use interfaces, with building frontages to streets to improve
personal safety through increased surveillance and activity.
To facilitate new development which supports the efficiency of public transport systems
where available, and provide safe, direct access to the system for residents.
To facilitate mixed use urban development which provides for a wide range of living,
employment and leisure opportunities; which is capable of adapting over time as the
community changes; and which reflects appropriate community standards of health,
safety and amenity.
To provide a variety of lot sizes and housing types to cater for the diverse housing needs
of the community at a density that can ultimately support the provision of local services.
To ensure the avoidance of key environmental areas and the incorporation of significant
cultural and environmental features of a site into the design of an area.
To provide for a more comprehensive approach to the design of open space and urban
water management.
To ensure cost-effective and resource-efficient development to promote affordable
housing.

Council considered a report on the topic of Liveable Neighbourhoods at its meeting on 27
February 2001.
The applicants have submitted a modified structure plan which aims to address the issues
raised by the City including those raised in the submissions. This is outlined below.
Road Design
•

•
•

The proposed road opposite No 182 Delgado Parade – The subject road could either
be relocated further south to create a four way intersection or deleted. The creation of
four way intersections is generally not supported for safety reasons, and deletion of the
road would impact on the permeability of the subdivision. If the impact on the amenity
of 182 Delgado Parade is considered significant, it is recommended that the best
course of action would be to delete the road.
The issue of the number of four way intersections – The traffic management plan
submitted shows how the four way intersections are to be treated.
The area to the north of O’Mara Boulevard, the west of Naturaliste Boulevard and to
the south of Miami Beach Promenade has been redesigned, deleting a laneway
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Traffic speeds along Delgado Parade and Naturaliste Boulevarde – Submissions raise
this concern nominating that this would be the case due to traffic trying to avoid
Marmion Avenue. It is not considered that the road environment along these roads
would make this an attractive alternative to Marmion Avenue traffic.
The general issue of increased traffic was raised. There will naturally be an increase of
traffic given the level of development proposed, however it is considered that this will
not impact significantly on roads through existing development.
The continuation of the boulevard treatment for Burns Beach Road from Silver Sands
Dr to Ocean Pd is considered acceptable with a 26 metre wide road reserve excluding
service roads.
Cardiff Gate – Submissions raise the issue of Cardiff Gate being left in left out.
Previous plans have shown Cardiff Gate as a left in and left out only road. No changes
are recommended.
The lots to the north of Silver Sands Drive fronting Burns Beach Road have been
reoriented so that access from Burns Beach Road is not required.
Parking relating to the park – A number of the submissions identified the issue of lack
of parking for the park, leading to cars parked on verges causing a traffic hazard and
an unsafe situation. The modified plan, which now provides for a road interface with
the park enables car-parking embayments to be provided.
Laneways – Previously the developers were advised to re-examine the over use of
laneways in their design and the resultant four way intersections. A number of the
submissions also raise the issue of excessive use of laneways. Laneways are supported
where a particular streetscape is being aimed for and there is a need for vehicular
access from the rear of properties, such as along O’Mara Boulevard. A number of the
laneways have been deleted.

Footpaths and Dual Use Paths
A suitable comprehensive plan forming part of the structure plan has been submitted for
inclusion in the structure plan.
Public Open Space
Generally the objectives nominated to apply the 2% reduction of the normal contribution of
10% of POS of the gross subdivisible area have been met. The applicant will be required at
the subdivision application stage to demonstrate the lots are within 400 metres of a portion of
public open space to substantiate the claim for a 2% reduction.
As a result of the reduction of the area to be developed on and around the park the area of the
portions of POS to the south and north of O’Mara Boulevard have been reduced. The area to
the north from 0.97ha to .50ha and the portion to the south from 1.49 hectares to 1 hectare.
However the area of Sir James McCusker Park has increased from 6.13ha to 7.693ha. Overall
there is an oversupply of 3.275ha which is greater than provided for in the previous plan.
Development Adjacent to Park
Due to the number of submissions objecting to the development of and around the park the
developers have decided to redesign this aspect of the proposal. The area to be developed has
been reduced providing better amenity. The redesign also incorporates a road interface with
the park in accordance with the City’s policy.
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Height and Scale
It is acknowledged that in some instances, for example, the narrow frontage lots proposed to
front O’Mara Boulevard which will be dimensioned to accommodate buildings with a strong
vertical element, that some variation to the City’s policy may be required. However, at this
stage, even given the additional information submitted, it is not considered that any variation
should be made to the City’s policy. Specific variations may be considered at the detailed area
plan (DAP) stage of the subdivision if necessary. In any event, the Council’s Policy does not
restrict buildings exceeding the policy threshold envelope, buildings can be permitted to
exceed the envelope under certain conditions.
Landscape Management Plan
A drainage component is proposed within the O'Mara POS, the form and size of the drainage
area had not been clearly provided for in the plan, but is now reflected in the modified plan.
Further Council will not support the construction of a lined lake unless detail is submitted
demonstrating that it may be managed effectively, this detail has been included in the plan. In
addition landscape management detail is to be provided prior to any proposed subdivision of
the land to enable assessment.
Environmental
It needs to be acknowledged that the site is zoned Urban under the Metropolitan Region
Scheme and is zoned Urban Development under Council’s Scheme, therefore the applied
zonings have designated this land for urban development.
All vegetation except for the Mallee which is naturally uncommon are considered to be well
represented within the conservation and reservation estates (including the nearby Neerabup
National Park and Coastal Foreshore Reserve, none of the vegetation is known to be of high
conservation value. With respect to the fauna the Peregrine Falcon and Square-tailed Kite
may occur as vagrants or opportunistically at the site. The site is not likely to be sufficient for
populations of the Carpet Python to survive. This species is relatively common within
Neerabup National Park and Yanchep National Park. Suitable habitats for fauna occurring on
the site, including the bandicoot, are protected within existing and proposed reserves to the
north and north-east of the site such as Neerabup National Park, linkage areas from the coast
and the foreshore reserve.
Centre Zone
It is recommended that a maximum of three storeys and a density of R60 apply. A height of
3 storeys would be more in keeping with the surrounding area and the intended local nature of
the uses. The modified structure plan reflects this situation, however, it also annotates the
centre zone as subject to further structure planning. Future planning of the site will determine
the subdivision and development guidelines that will apply.
Proposed R30
The additional R30 site to the south of the existing park is acceptable. It is considered that
R30 sites are best located opposite parks or commercial centres, this provides for greater
casual surveillance and provides for an outlook. Further a mix of lot sizes is supported as it
allows for a variety of housing choice.
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Assessment and Reasons for Recommendation
With the exception of the legal agreement not being finalised, the applicants have submitted
the additional information previously requested. The modified structure plan also aims to
address the issues raised in the submissions.
The legal agreement can be finalised at this stage of the process. In conclusion it is
determined that the revised Iluka Structure Plan conforms to the requirements of Part 9 of the
City of Joondalup District Planning Scheme No 2 and is acceptable for the control of
development within the Structure Plan area. It is considered to be satisfactory.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

pursuant to Clause 9.6 of the City of Joondalup District Planning Scheme No 2,
RESOLVES that the modified Iluka Structure Plan is satisfactory subject to
detail being included stating that aspects of the structure plan are subject to
change at the detailed design stage;

2

following the receipt of the above SUBMITS the Structure Plan to the Western
Australian Planning Commission for adoption and certification.

3

ADVISES the applicant that the legal agreement is required to be finalised
prior to Council adopting, signing and sealing the structure plan.

Appendix 9 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach9brf060301.pdf
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REQUEST FOR THE CLOSURE OF THE PEDESTRIAN
ACCESSWAY
BETWEEN
MALLARD
RISE
AND
WANNEROO ROAD, KINGSLEY - [41539]

WARD - South

SUMMARY
The City received a request for closure of the pedestrian accessway (PAW) between Mallard
Rise and Wanneroo Road, Kingsley from one of the adjoining landowners. The grounds put
forward for closure are that the PAW is a catchment for rubbish and the applicants experience
youths ringing their doorbell at night and then running down the PAW.
This PAW links Mallard Rise directly to a bus stop on Wanneroo Road, Kingsley and there is
a further PAW connection into Mallard Rise from Egret Heights. (See Attachment 1). This
area in Kingsley is a special residential zone, generally known as Kingslake Estate. For the
southern end of this estate, these PAWs provide convenient pedestrian movement to and from
Wanneroo Road.
During the standard advertising period, a questionnaire was forwarded to the residents the
City considered were the most affected should closure take place. The PAW is an important
link in the area and this was recognised in a number of the submissions received. Because of
its importance, including being a direct link to a bus stop, the PAW is not recommended for
closure.

DETAILS
The City referred the application to the service authorities, the Western Australian Planning
Commission (WAPC) and the Department of Transport (DOT) for comments. The Water
Corporation, AlintaGas and Telstra advised that they do not object to closure, as they do not
have any service plant within the PAW. The WAPC also advised that it did not object to the
proposal, as closure would not have a significant negative impact on local residents.
Western Power raised an objection due to having underground cables within the PAW
however, this objection will be withdrawn if the applicants agree to pay for modification to
the cables and grant Western Power an easement free of charge to protect its plant. DOT also
objected advising that closure will decrease permeability of the area as the subject PAW
provides a short route for many residents to the bus stop on Wanneroo Road, Kingsley.
Should closure be the outcome, the City’s footpath and bollards require removal and the
applicants have agreed to this. The applicants have also agreed to meet all other associated
costs and conditions to closure.
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Public Advertising
The application for closure was advertised for public comment by way of one notice in a local
newspaper and signs on site for a period of thirty days. Notification of the closure was also
forwarded to forty-eight residents south of Kingfisher Drive, as it was considered that these
residents were the most affected if closure proceeded. Along with notification was a request
to complete a questionnaire on various matters concerning the subject PAW. Twenty-three
questionnaires were returned during the advertising period, along with three letters of
objection, one submission from a neutral party and a further supporting submission from the
applicants.
The applicants’ submission stated that they had parts from their vehicles stolen and the
thieves had used the PAW to access their property. The applicants have removed their
doorbell due to youths continually ringing it and then running down the PAW. Also, a
woman involved in two recent thefts committed in Lakeway Drive, Kingsley was chased
through the PAW.
The main concern expressed in the three letters of objection is the relationship of the PAW to
the bus-stops on Wanneroo Road and the increased walking distances that would result should
the accessway be closed.
Points raised in the letters of objection are:
• residents of Mallard Rise, Egret Heights, Spoonbill Grove and Lakeway Drive will have
considerably longer walking distances to access public transport;
• the PAW is also a convenient pedestrian access for Kingsway Shopping Centre and
Goollelal Medical Centre;
• vandalism and anti-social behaviour is not isolated to adjoining landowners of PAWs and
many residents experience it in some form or another;
• closure would set a precedent for closure of other PAWs in the vicinity and this will
reduce the amenity of the area generally.
The neutral submission came from a resident who lived near Spoonbill Reserve. He stated
that he sympathised with the applicants but had concerns that if closure of the PAW took
place, there is likely to be more pedestrian movement through Spoonbill Reserve, which is
already used as an accessway. Youths have been seen congregating on the Reserve and
looking over the fence into his property.
Summary of Questionnaires
Forty-eight questionnaires were forwarded to residents south of Kingfisher Drive, Kingsley
and twenty-three were returned indicating:
Neutral – 5
2 - do not use the PAW

Reasons for Remaining Neutral
• reasons not given

3 - do use the PAW

2 - reasons not given
1 - improved security for area
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Support Closure – 8
6 - do not use the PAW

Reasons for Support
5 - reasons not given
1 - improved security for the area

2 - do use the PAW

• Improved security of the area
• PAWs are not necessary in residential areas

Object to Closure – 10
3 - do not use the PAW

Reasons for Objection
• Do not want extra pedestrian traffic through their area
• Any increase in pedestrian traffic could result in a rise
in the vandalism already being experienced
• Concern there would be more use of an “unofficial”
entrance/exit to and from Wanneroo Road at the end
of Verdin Lane.

7 - do use the PAW

•
•

5 use PAW to access public transport/shops/exercise
2 use PAW for exercise only

All 7 objectors state that they would be inconvenienced if
closure of the PAW was supported.
Site Inspection
A site inspection of the PAW revealed very little in the way of rubbish or graffiti. Fence
damage was not evident and vision through the PAW was good, though some trees on one
adjoining property may need cutting back in the near future. There was also a light pole on
the Mallard Rise end of the accessway.
Draft Paw Policy
Council adopted a draft PAW Policy at its meeting held on 13 February 2001 (CJ003-02/01).
The draft Policy is being advertised for public comment until 15 March 2001, and will be
reported back to Council for adoption following close of advertising.
Although a questionnaire similar to the one included in the policy was used in the evaluation
of this request, it preceded consideration of the Draft Policy by Council and therefore the
evaluation methodology contained in the Policy was not used in this instance.
COMMENT
The subject PAW is one of two PAWs in the southern section of Kingslake Estate that
provide pedestrian access to Wanneroo Road; with the subject PAW being a direct link to bus
stops. Information collected from the returned questionnaires indicates a degree of support
for the closure, though many of these supporters do not use the accessway and therefore
closure is unlikely to have any impact on them. This conclusion is confirmed by six of the
eight supporters not providing a reason for supporting the proposal.
If the PAW was closed it would decrease the permeability of area and increase the walking
distances to bus stops significantly for many local residents. In relation to the matter of
unruly youths causing problems for the adjoining landowners, a request will be made to the
City Watch Co-ordinator for increased patrols in the area, which will hopefully assist with
this problem. Based on the above information, closure is not recommended.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council DOES NOT support the application to close the pedestrian accessway
from Mallard Rise to Wanneroo Road, Kingsley.

Appendix 10 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here: Attach10brf060301.pdf

v:\devserv\reports\rep0rts2001\020116gb.doc
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PROPOSED SINGLE HOUSE (INCLUDING HEIGHT IN
EXCESS OF BUILDING HEIGHT AND BULK POLICY):
LOT 65 (16) VOLANTE ELBOW, OCEAN REEF - [37326]

WARD - Marina

SUMMARY
An application has been lodged for a 3 level single dwelling, including an undercroft garage,
at 16 Volante Elbow, Ocean Reef. The height of the proposal exceeds the building height
envelope permitted under the City’s “Policy 3.1.9 – Height and Scale of Buildings Within a
Residential Area.” This policy requires dwellings over 8.5 metres in height to be advertised
for public comment as part of the technical assessment. A portion of the proposed single
house is proposed to be 8.85 metres in height.
The proposal was advertised in accordance with Policy 3.1.9. Nearby residents raised
concerns in relation to:
♦
♦
♦

The proposed dwelling being out of character with the surrounding residential
development;
Roof height exceeding 8.5 metres in height; and
The potential use of the house for other purposes.

Generally, the proposal conforms to the standards prescribed by the Residential Planning
Codes and the District Planning Scheme. It is recommended that the proposal be approved,
with a requirement that it be modified to conform to the Height and Bulk of Buildings Policy.
BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on 27 February 2001, Council resolved:
“that the matter pertaining to the proposed single house (including height in
excess of building height and bulk policy): Lot 65 (16) Volante Elbow, Ocean
Reef be DEFERRED pending further consideration by elected members in
particular the amenity of surrounding residences.”
Lot No
Street Address
Land Owner
MRS Zoning
DPS2 Zoning
DPS2 Density Code
Land Use
Permissibility
Lot Area

Lot 65
16 Volante Elbow
OCEAN REEF
Spire Corporation Pty Ltd
Urban
Residential
R20
Single House
P
735m²
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The site (a vacant lot) is a corner lot on the bend in Volante Elbow (refer to attachments for
detail). The lot has a cross-fall of approximately 1.5 metres down to the western side
(secondary street) boundary. The lot offers substantial views westwards (over the Ocean Reef
road reserve) toward the ocean.
The adjoining lots have been developed with a mixture of single and two storey dwellings,
with most dating from the late 1980s and early 1990s. While adjoining lots contain single
storey dwellings, there are a number of two storey dwellings on the same street, within close
proximity of the development site.
The applicant has lodged plans for a substantial residence, comprising the following elements:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Residence with 2 living levels plus an undercroft serviced by a lift;
The undercroft can accommodate 8 cars;
Four bedrooms, gymnasium, studies, lounge, dining, kitchen and laundry;
Floor area of approximately 1100m2 (3 floors); and
The house is of a modular flat roofed style, although there is no access to the roof
space at the top of the dwelling

The applicant has stated that the dwelling has been designed for the use of the extended
family and not for any other purpose.
Advertising
A portion of the building exceeds the height envelope by 0.35 metres. Consequently, the
proposal was advertised in accordance with Policy 3.1.9.
Written comments on the proposal were sought from affected landowners within 15 metres of
the boundaries of the subject land and on the opposite side of the street. The comment period
of 14 days ended on 24 January 2001. A total of 5 objections and an 18 signature petition
against the proposal were received. One late objection was also received and has been
included in the summary below.
The objectors have made the following statements and suggestions (in summary):
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

The proposal exceeds the City’s Height and Scale of Buildings Within a
Residential Area Policy and therefore should not be approved as it serves no
practical purpose and will cause a loss of views;
The floor area of the house is approximately 3 to 4 times larger than the next
big home and twice the size of any other house in the suburb and could be used
as a small hotel;
Inconvenience may occur during construction (ie noise, dust, etc) including
inadequate parking of construction vehicles on the street;
Noise from internal lift and requirement for industrial-sized air conditioning
units;
Overshadowing to the property on western side of 14 Volante Elbow; and
During construction phase, impact on foundations of adjoining house
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COMMENT
A number of objections have been received from the nearby landowners.
The plans conform to DPS2 and the Residential Planning Codes, however, the proposal is
referred to Council as a variation to the Height and Bulk of Building Policy is proposed.
“The Council has the discretion to vary Policy 3.1.9 in respect to the building
exceeding the building height envelope where the variation is unlikely to affect
any owners or occupiers in the general locality or adjoining sites ”
Policy 3.1.9 is not a statute, but a mechanism to guide Council in the determination of
applications for large homes and criteria for assessing variations to the policy based on
individual merit.
The scale of the building is such that it is built up to the maximum standards allowable, with
an excess over the 8.5 metre height for a portion of the roof. The variation sought applies to
approximately one-third of the roof. The roof is proposed to be in the form of a number of
sections with parapets protruding to provide relief to its horizontal length. Most of the
building is less than 8.5 metres above natural ground level. The area protruding outside the
building height envelope is designed to contribute to the aesthetic appearance of the house,
adding a sense of scale and detail to what would otherwise be a straight, flat roof. There is no
structural reason for the protrusion.
This form and scale of single house development is becoming more prevalent in the western
end portion of Ocean Reef, particularly in areas that are close to the ocean. Due to the
western orientation, overlooking and large windows are concentrated to the west, rather than
over adjoining homes to the east and north.
While the development could be further reduced in scale, the overall benefit or otherwise
would not be significant or readily apparent, and there appears to be no planning justification
for this departure from the normal parameters of the policy.
The applicant’s comment suggest that the roof height variation is required to improve the
appearance of the home.
Comments raised by objectors
House size
Maximum development of lots in this zoning (R20) is controlled by a requirement that 50%
of the site be retained for open space. Uncovered balconies are also given credit as effective
open space for the purpose of this calculation. The proposal has been checked and audited to
ensure that the open space requirement is met.
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Use of the House
The applicant has advised that the large garage will suit the family car parking requirements,
thereby eliminating the need to park on the street. The house also contains 4 bedrooms with
generous living areas. This is not uncommon and compares with larger homes commonly
having 5 or more bedrooms, particularly in similar locations to the subject site. Air
conditioning equipment is required to be installed so that it does not cause noise problems for
neighbours.
Construction Period
The proposal may affect nearby residents in the short term during the construction period.
Should problems arise, the City can assist to regulate problems, including claims of vibration
damage, noise, dust, etc.
Property Values and Loss of View
The concerns raised regarding the possible affect on property values and loss of views have
not been substantiated. City officers have also received anecdotal evidence that more
investment in the area will increase the value of surrounding landholdings. Regardless, such
concerns cannot be regulated or enforced through current planning policies or building codes.
Overshadowing
The proposal complies with the overshadowing requirements of the Residential Planning
Codes.

CONCLUSION
Although the minor protrusion outside the building height threshold envelope is minor, there
are no planning grounds for its support. Examination of the plans suggests that the
articulation of walls and location of glazing and balconies will provide the major points of
interest and will break up the length of walls without the need to lift the central roof section.
The comments raised by objectors are reflective of the existing streetscape, where housing has
previously been developed at a reduced scale. The potential for development of this scale has
been in place since the adoption of various policies and standards (that have withstood
detailed examination and public advertising). This proposal is consistent with much of the
new development arising in coastal locations.
It is recommended that the development be approved, subject to the height of the roof being
reduced so that it fits entirely within the 8.5 metre building height envelope.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1

APPROVES the application and plans dated 22 December 2000 submitted by
Grant Spire on behalf of the owners Spire Corporation Pty Ltd for a proposed
three storey single house on Lot 65 (16) Volante Elbow, Ocean Reef subject to the
following conditions:
(a)

all stormwater must be contained on site to the satisfaction of the City;
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(b)

the downward slope for the driveway into the basement to be amended to
the satisfaction of the City;

(c)

the height of the building being reduced to comply with Council’s Height
and Bulk of Buildings Policy 3.1.9;

ADVISES those persons who made submissions of 1 above.

Appendix 11 refers
To access this attachment on electronic document, click here:
v:devserv/reports/2001/020119rr

Attach11brf060301.pdf
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DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Council has been scheduled for 7.00 pm on TUESDAY, 27
MARCH 2001 to be held in the Council Chamber, Joondalup Civic Centre, Boas Avenue,
Joondalup

CLOSURE

68
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BUSINESS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS
OFFICE OF THE CEO
COUNCIL SUPPORT SERVICES
NOTICE OF MOTION – CR ANDREW PATTERSON – ex Meeting 24.10.00
“That the Notice of Motion submitted by Cr Patterson relating to the adjournment of any
Council meeting or Briefing Session which runs past 10.00 pm, be referred to the Standing
Orders Review Committee for consideration.”
Status: This matter will be considered at the next Standing Orders Review
Committee.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF ELECTORS – ex CJ004-02/01
“that the matter pertaining to various issues arising as a result of the Annual General
Meeting of Electors held on 18 December 2000 be DEFERRED pending further
consideration by elected members.”
Status: A meeting of the Committee to address Ratepayers’ Concerns – Annual
General Meeting of Electors 18.12.00 was held on 21 February 2001, with a further
meeting scheduled for 28 February 2001. A further report will be presented to
Council when all the issues have been discussed.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
PROPOSED STRUCTURE PLAN – LOT 17 MINDARIE/TAMALA PARK
CJ098-04/00

- ex

“SEEKS a further report recommending a suitable legal vehicle for dealing with joint
ownership issues.”
Status: It was anticipated that a report would be submitted following consideration
by the Chief Executive Officer’s of the owner Local Governments in the latter part of
2000. A Chief Executive Officer’s workshop is now proposed early in the New Year
and a report will be submitted following the workshop.
MINUTES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING – ex
CJ269-10/00
“2
that a report be prepared on the use of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) vehicles in the
fleet in place of the current petrol powered vehicles”
Status: It is anticipated that a report will be presented following receipt of the
WAMA research into vehicle options.
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HERITAGE AND MUSEUM SERVICES AND FACILITIES PLANNING STUDY – ex
CJ307-09/99
“further explore the proposal for the regional museum with a report to Council in 2001”
Status: It is proposed to submit a report in August/September 2001.

INVITATION TO ATTEND GOLDEN AUTUMN FAIR – JI’NAN MUNICIPAL
PARLIAMENT, CHINA – ex CJ233-09/00
“endorses the development of a policy dealing with the establishment of Sister City
relationships:
Status: This issue is currently before Council as a discussion paper. A further
presentation is being arranged to include representatives from Edith Cowan
University (ECU).

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
HIRE OF EQUIPMENT FROM SERVICE STATIONS – ex CJ145-06/00
“that the matter pertaining to the hire of equipment from service stations be DEFERRED
pending further consideration by elected members.”
Status: A further report will be submitted after a meeting with all parties has been
held on 28 June 2000.
A meeting with representatives of the hire industry and the Motor Trades Association
was held on 28 June 2000 and it was decided to hold a further workshop to find a
mutually acceptable solution and set a timetable for the submission of a report to
Council.
Discussions continue to be on-going regarding the inclusion of use in DPS2 and a
meeting with representatives of the Hire industry is being organised.
Anticipated Completion Date: Previously December 2000; now March 2001

PRECINCT PLANNING PROCESS REVIEW – ex CJ021-02/01
“RECEIVES a report on the results of this program prior to finalising the 2001/2002
budget.”
Status: Value management program to be undertaken in March/April 2001 and a
report on the results will be submitted in June 2001.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT (NO 1) TO DISTRICT PLANNING SCHEME NO 2 – LOT
3 (5) TRAPPERS DRIVE, WOODVALE - ex CJ024-02/01
“that the matter pertaining to the proposed Amendment (No 1) to District Planning Scheme
No 2 – Lot 3 (5) Trappers Drive, Woodvale be DEFERRED pending further consideration
by elected members.”
Status: A further report will be submitted to Council after a meeting with the
consultants for this project has been held.

URBAN DESIGN AND POLICY
APPLICATION FOR THE CANCELLATION OF A PORTION OF HAWICK PARK ON
RESERVE 35519 (2) HAWKER AVENUE, WARWICK - ex CJ053-03/00
“consideration of application for the cancellation and subsequent purchase of a portion of
Hawick Park on Reserve 35519 (2) Hawker Avenue, Warwick be deferred pending the
implementation of a policy to deal with issues of this nature.”

Status: A discussion paper has been prepared which will be circulated for comment
and it is anticipated that a report on a draft policy will be submitted in April 2001.
REQUESTED CLOSURE OF A PORTION OF A ROAD BETWEEN LOT 151 (88)
CLIFF STREET AND LOT 113 (31) MARINE TERRACE, SORRENTO – ex
CJ193-07/00
“REQUESTS that the Local Housing Strategy is completed and a report presented to
Council by November 2000.”
Status:
Provision has been made in the 2000/01 budget. Consultants will be
appointed as soon as possible for the study to be conducted in conjunction with the
Value Management workshops. It is intended that interim information will be
available for the area in question prior to finalisation.
Anticipated Completion Date: June 2001
REVIEW OF POLICY AND DELEGATED AUTHORITY MANUALS – ex CJ001-02/01
“3

SEEKS a further report on the impact of District Planning Scheme No 2 on relevant
policies and delegations of the Council.”

Status: This matter is being investigated and a report will be submitted to Council in
May 2001.
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INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONS
MINUTES OF DRY PARKS, MEDIAN AND VERGE COMMITTEE MEETINGS –
SEPTEMBER AND NOVEMBER 2000 – ex CJ360-12/00
“requests a report be prepared in relation to future directions for major road median and
verge enhancement works within the City aimed at balancing the overall financial
limitations of the City with the social or environmental benefits of road, median and verge
enhancements”.
Status: Report to be presented to March 2001 meeting, after consideration by the
Dry Parks Committee.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY SPORT AND RECREATION FACILITY FUND 2000/2001 FUNDING
ROUND – SUBMISSION PRIORITISATION – ex CJ291-10/00
“4 REVIEWS the City's current Floodlights on Sporting Grounds procedure and requests
a further report in relation to floodlighting ovals for sporting clubs operating under the type
of management arrangement and mix of large and small ball sports in place at the Iluka
Sports Complex.”
Status:

Report to be submitted to Council March 2001.

URBAN ANIMAL MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN – ex CJ363-12/00
“seeks a further report in April 2001 on the outcomes of the three (3) month trial period for
the use of the coastal dual use path for dog exercise between the two foreshore reserves of
Hillarys and Burns Beach/Iluka.”
Status: Report to be submitted to Council April 2001.
THE TRANSFER OF SERVICES TO THE COMMUNITY BASED SECTOR – ex
CJ368-12/00
“notes that, nearing the completion of that work, a further report would be submitted to
Council to seek approval for matters such as:
•
•
•
•

the transfer of staff provisions and assets to the new organisation;
the relinquishment of State and Commonwealth Government grants so that they can be
transferred to the new organisation;
a leasing arrangements; and
a one off grant for equipment if required.

Status:
Implementation commenced in line with the Council approved
Implementation Plan of Action. It is anticipated a further report will be submitted to
Council in May 2001.
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OUTSTANDING PETITIONS
Date of presentation
to Council
- Referred to •
•
•

Various petitions opposing mobile telecommunication facility 12 September 2000
(30 metre high slimline pole and equipment) – Percy Doyle
Reserve, Warwick Road, Duncraig.
Petition opposing mobile telecommunication facility (30 metre 26 September 2000
high slimline pole and equipment) – Percy Doyle Reserve,
Warwick Road, Duncraig.
Petition opposing mobile telecommunication facility (30 metre 24 October 2000
high slimline pole and equipment) – Percy Doyle Reserve,
Warwick Road, Duncraig.

Comment: The application has been deferred at the request Director Planning and
of the applicant.
A further report on Mobile Development
Telecommunication Facilities within the City is proposed to be
submitted to Council on 27 March 2001.
Petition requesting removal and relocation of BMX track at
10 October 2000
Menteith Park, Kinross.
Director Community
Comment: Removal of the BMX track hinges on the final Development
location of the skatepark. This issue is being addressed in the
(Referred to Leisure
skatepark report.
Services
due
to
skatepark
request
linkage.)
Director Infrastructure
Management
Petition opposing development of beer garden, Carine Glades
14 November 2000
Tavern.
Director, Planning and
Comment: A report will be submitted when an application Development
has been received.
Petition requesting the closure of the public accessway between
28 November 2000
Barracuda Court and Lancett Court, Sorrento.
Director, Planning and
Comment: The petition has been acknowledged and it is Development
anticipated a report will be submitted July/August 2001.
Petition requesting repair/maintenance of fountain located in small
13 February 2001
lake, Centennial Gardens, junction of Flinders Avenue and
Broadbeach Boulevard, Hillarys.
Director,
Infrastructure
Comment: Report proposed for 27 March 2001
Management
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- CITY OF JOONDALUP –
REPORTS/PRESENTATIONS REQUESTED
AT BRIEFING SESSIONS
Date of request
- Referred to Request from Cr Ewen-Chappell: Civic Function

6 February 2001

Consideration be given to holding a civic function, jointly with the Manager Marketing
City of Wanneroo, to show appreciation for those persons involved Services
in the recent bushfire.
Comment:
Cr Ewen-Chappell is liaising with Director,
Community Development and Chief Executive Officer, City of
Wanneroo in regards to this matter.
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